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Structural Influences on the Work Hardening Behavior of Aluminum 

David Chu 

Ph.D. Dissertation 

Abstract 

The influence of various grain and subgrain morphologies on the 
low temperature work hardening behavior of pure aluminum is studied by 
means of a series of tensile tests. Plotting the work hardening rate as a 
function of true stress, the work hardening behavior is found to be 
separable into two distinct regimes. Both regimes are approximated by a 
line such that 0 = 0, - K20, where 0, is the theoretical work hardening 
rate at zero stress and K2 is related to the dynamic recovery rate. The first 
or early deformation regime exhibits greater values of 0, and K2 and can 
extend up to the first 10% strain of tensile deformation. The existence of 
this early deformation regime is contingent on the existence of a pre- 
existent dislocation substructure from a previous straining. The actual 
values of 0, and K2 associated with the early deformation regime are 
dependent on the strength and orientation of the pre-existent dislocation 
substructure relative to the new strain path. At high enough temperatures, 
this pre-existent dislocation substructure is annealed out, resulting in the 
near elimination of the early deformation regime. 

In comparison, the latter regime is dominated by the initial grain 
and/or subgrain morphology and exhibit lower values of 0, and K2. The 
actual value of K2 in the latter regime is strongly dependent on the 
existence of a subgrain morphology. Recrystallized or well-annealed 
microstructures exhibit greater values of K2 than microstructures that 
remain partially or fully unrecrystallized. The higher K2 value is 
indicative of a more rapid dynamic recovery rate and a greater degree of 
strain relaxation. The ability to achieve a more relaxed state produces a 
low-energy cellular dislocation substructure upon deformation. The 
introduction of subgrains hinders the evolution of a low-energy dislocation 
cell network, giving way to a more random distribution of the dislocation 
density. The lack of a cellular dislocation substructure, increases the 
difficulty of dynamic recovery processes, hence resulting in a lower value 
of K2. 
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Schematic showing the stress-strain curves in a), and corresponding work 
hardening curves in b), for both positive and negative transients. In both 
a) and b), the bold line represents the curve of the second loading 
condition without prestraining. 
Schematic illustration showing the dimensions of tensile specimens. All 
dimensions are in inches. 
Optical micrographs of the four microstructures tested in this study. (XBB 

Stress-strain curves and work hardening curves for the two recrystallized 
specimens. Slight increase in flow stress difference with increasing strain 
in a) indicates increasing Hall-Petch slope with strain. This increase, 
however, does not significantly affect the slope of the work hardening 
curve. Compare b) with Figures 8 and 9. 
Plot of the work hardening rate versus true stress for the four 
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recrystallized (PRX), and recrystallized (REX). Both the unrecrystallized 
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Stress-strain curves for the four microstructures: unrecrystallized (URX), 
recovered (REC), partially recrystallized (FRX), and recrystallized (REX). 
Both unrecrystallized and recovered specimens achieve the strength level, 
approximately 250 MPa, despite the large difference in elongation. The 
partially recrystallized microstructure appears to parallel the recrystallized 
microstructure at low strains and the recovered microstructure at high 
strains. 
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Schematic illustrating the results from the work hardening analysis on the 
four microstructures shown in Figures 14 and 15. 
TEM micrograph highlighting a triple point grain boundary of the 
recrystallized microstructure prior to deformation. Except for the few 
artifacts left from the electropolishing and sample preparation, the 
microstructure is relatively absent of any internal structure. Zone axis is 
near [Oil] .  (XBB 9408-5013) 
TEM micrograph of the recrystallized microstructure after deformation to 
a true stress of 178 MPa (25.8 hi), approximately 26.8% true strain. Note 
the strong formation of a cellular dislocation structure. Zone axis is [oil]. 
(XBB 9408-5000) 
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Figure 25: 

Figure 26: 

TEM micrograph of the recrystallized microstructure after deformation to 
a true stress of 178 MPa (25.8 ksi), approximately 26.8% true strain. Note 
that the cell structure is elongated approximately 45" from the loading 
direction which is parallel to the initial rolling direction. Zone axis is near 
[Oil]. (XBB 9408-5001) 
TEM micrograph of the recrystallized microstructure after deformation to 
a true stress of 168 MPa (24.4 ksi), approximately 22.3% true strain. 
Micrograph shows that the dislocation cell walls lie parallel to the (1 11) 
and (200) planes. Zone axis is [Oil]. (XBD 9408-5006) 
TEM micrograph of the recrystallized microstructure after deformation to 
a true stress of 178 MPa (25.8 ksi), approximately 26.8% true strain. 
Micrograph shows an extreme case in which the cellular structure is 
relatively symmetrical in configuration. Note the sharpness of the grain 
boundary (marked by arrows) suggesting the lack of grain boundary 
influence on the deformation process and evolution of the dislocation cell 
structure. Zone axis is [Oil] .  (XBD 9408-5002) 
TEM micrograph of the recovered microstructure prior to deformation. 
Note the well developed subgrain morphology in contrast to the 
recrystallized microstructure in Figure 17. Zone axis is near [Oil]. (XBB 

TEM micrograph of the recovered microstructure prior to deformation. 
Note the well developed subgrain morphology in contrast to the 
recrystallized microstructure in Figure 17. Zone axis is near [Oil] .  (XBB 

TEM micrograph of the recovered microstructure prior to deformation. 
Diffraction patterns show that the subgrain boundaries are low angle 
misorientations. The center of the [ O i l ]  zone axis is labelled by an 0. 
Zone axis is near [Oil]. (XBB 9408-5014) 
TEM micrograph of the recovered microstructure prior to deformation. 
Note the existence of some dislocation substructure within the subgrain 
interior. Zone axis is near [Oil] .  (XBB 9408-4999) 
TEM micrograph of the recovered microstructure prior to deformation. 
Note the existence of some dislocation substructure within the subgrain 
interior. Zone axis is near [Oil] .  (XBB 9408-4998) 
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Figure 27: TEM micrograph of the recovered microstructure after deformation to a 
true stress of 226 MPa (32.8 hi), approximately 21.8% true strain. Note 
the more random dislocation arrangement compared to the recrystallized 
microstructure upon straining in Figures 18 through 21. The majority of 
dislocations appear to accumulate at the subgrain boundaries. Some 
regions (upper left) exhibit a more homogeneous dislocation arrangement. 
Zone axis is [Oil]. (XBB 9408-4994) 

Figure 28: TEM micrograph of the recovered microstructure after deformation to a 
true stress of 226 MPa (32.8 hi), approximately 21.8% true strain. Note 
the strong accumulation of dislocations at the subgrain boundaries. Zone 
axis is [oil]. (XBB 9408-4993) 

Figure 29: TEM micrograph of the recovered microstructure after deformation to a 
true stress of 226 MPa (32.8 hi), approximately 21.8% true strain. The 
accumulation of dislocations is not as strong in this region as compared to 
Figure 28. However, the tendency for the dislocations to accumulate at 
the subgrain boundaries still exists. Zone axis is [Oil]. (XBB 9408-4995) 

Figure 30: TEM micrograph of the unrecrystallized microstructure after deformation 
to a true stress of 226 MPa (32.8 hi),  approximately 14.1% true strain. 
Similar to the recovered microstructure, the dislocations tend to 
accumulate at the subgrain boundaries. Some regions (upper left) exhibit 
a more homogeneous dislocation arrangement. Zone axis is [OTl]. (XBB 
9408-4990) 

Figure 3 1 : TEM micrograph of the unrecrystallized microstructure after deformation 
to a true stress of 226 MPa (32.8 hi), approximately 14.1% true strain. 
Similar to the recovered microstructure, the dislocations tend to 
accumulate at the subgrain boundaries. Some regions (right hand side) 
exhibit a more homogeneous dislocation arrangement. Zone axis is [Oil]. 
(XBB 9408-4988) 

Figure 32: Optical micrograph of the partially recrystallized structure showing the 
evolution of deformation after a) 2% strain, b) 5% strain, c) 10% strain, 
and d) 15% strain. The recovered region is on the left side of each 
micrograph. Note that the recovered region exhibits greater out-of-plane 
rotation than the recrystallized region. (XBB 9306-3999) 

Figure 33: TEM micrograph of the unrecrystallized microstructure prior to 
deformation. Note the existence of both narrow (A) and wide (B) 
dislocation bands across the subgrain interior. Zone axis is near [Oil]. 
(XBD 9408-5103) 
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Figure 35: 

Figure 36: 

Figure 37: 

Figure 38: 

Figure 39: 

Figure 40: 

Figure 41: 

Figure 42: 

Schematic illustrating the difference between TEM specimen orientations 
between this study (A), and references 56,75,76, and 79 (B). 
TEM micrographs of the unrecrystallized microstructure prior to 
deformation. Diffraction analysis of the wide dislocation band, indicated 
by the arrow, reveals the existence of at least two slip systems. The upper 
micrograph is offset to the left. Zone axis is near [Oil] .  (XBD 9408- 
5 104) 
TEM micrograph of the unrecrystallized microstructure after deformation 
to a true stress of 178 MPa (25.8 ksi), approximately 4.1% true strain. 
Much of the internal dislocation structure has dissolved (compare to 
Figures 30 and 31). Zone axis is [Oil]. (XBB 9408-5101) 
TEM micrograph of the recovered microstructure after deformation to a 
true stress of 178 MPa (25.8 ksi), approximately 10.1% true strain. Note 
the high degree of strain contrast indicating the high deformation activity 
at the subgrain boundaries. Dislocations generated from the subgrain 
boundaries can be seen at the arrow. Zone axis is [Oil] .  (XBD 9408- 
4989) 
TEM micrograph of the recovered microstructure after deformation to a 
true stress of 178 MPa (25.8 ksi), approximately 10.1% true strain. The 
early stages of a dislocation network can be seen (upper right). 
Dislocations generated from the subgrain boundaries can be seen at the 
arrow. Zone axis is [Oil]. (XBD 9408-4991) 

TEM micrograph of the recovered microstructure after deformation to a 
true stress of 178 MPa (25.8 ksi), approximately 10.1% true strain. 
Diffraction analysis indicates that the dislocation network, indicated by the 
arrows, consists of dislocations generated from the subgrain boundary. 
Zone axis is [Oil]. (XBD 9408-5099) 
Plots of the work hardening rate versus true stress for LBLl specimens in 
the recrystallized condition. Two curves represent specimens tested at 
different orientations relative to the rolling direction a) as tested and b) 
after recalculating the 45" plot (0/1.052 versus d1.05). 
Plots of the work hardening rate versus true stress for LBLl specimens in 
the unrecrystallized condition. Two curves represent specimens tested at 
different orientations relative to the rolling direction a) as tested and b) 
after recalculating the 90" plot (0/1.082 versus d1.08). 
Plots of the work hardening rate versus true stress for LBL2 specimens in 
the unrecrystallized condition. Note the near parallel slope of the latter 
regimes of the 0" and 90" orientations. 
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Figure 43: 

Figure 44: 

Figure 45: 

Figure 46: 

Figure 47: 

Figure 48: 

Figure 49: 

Figure 50: 

Schematic illustrating the difference between the recovered and reannealed 
microstructures. Both microstructures contain subgrains. However, the 
manner by which these subgrains are achieved differ. 
TEM micrograph of the reannealed microstructure'prior to deformation. 
Note that the subgrains on the left are close in orientation with each other 
but exhibit a large misorientation across the grain boundary marked by 
arrows. Zone axis is near [OOl]. (XBD 9408-5010) 
TEM micrograph of the reannealed microstructure prior to deformation. 
Most of the disocation cell structure has coalesced into subgrain 
boundaries. Lack of sharpness at the boundaries indicates an incomplete 
recovery process. Compare to Figures 18 through 21. Zone axis is near 

TEM micrograph of the reannealed microstructure prior to deformation. 
Most of the disocation cell structure has coalesced into subgrain 
boundaries. Lack of sharpness at the boundaries indicates an incomplete 
recovery process. Compare to Figures 18 through 21. Zone axis is near 

Plot of the work hardening rate versus true stress for the recovered W C ) ,  
recrystallized (REX), and reannealed ( E N )  microstructures. Slopes of 
the latter regime for the three microstructures are highlighted by the 
shaded lines. Note that the latter regime of the reannealed microstructure 
follows nearly parallel to the recovered microstructure. 
TEM micrograph of the reannealed microstructure after deformation to a 
true stress of 189 MPa (27.4 hi), approximately 25.1% true strain. Note 
the absence of a cellular dislocation structure. Dislocations accumulate at 
the subgrain boundaries similar to the recovered and unrecrystallized 
microstructure after deformation. Compare to Figures 27 through 31. 
Zone axis is [OOl]. (XBB 9408-5005) 
TEM micrograph of the recovered microstructure after deformation to a 
true stress of 189 MPa (27.4 hi), approximately 25.1% true strain. Note 
the absence of a cellular dislocation structure. Dislocations accumulate at 
the subgrain boundaries similar to the recovered and unrecrystallized 
microstructure after deformation. Compare to Figures 27 through 31. 
Zone axis is [OOl]. (XBB 9408-5004) 
Schematic illustrating the strain path of the pre-compressed specimens. 
Compare to Figure 42. 

[OOl]. (XBB 9408-5009) 

[OOl]. WBB 9408-5008) 
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Figure 5 1 : 

Figure 52: 

Figure 53: 

Figure 54: 

Figure 55: 

Figure 56: 

Plot of the work hardening rate versus true stress for the recrystallized and 
the pre-compressed recrystallized microstructures. Slopes of the latter 
regime for the two microstructures are high.lighted by the shaded lines. 
Note the existence of a greater early regime in the pre-compressed 
microstructure. 

Plot of the work hardening rate versus true stress for the recovered and the 
pre-compressed recovered microstructures. Aside from a slight difference 
in the early regime, the work hardening curves for both microstructures are 
nearly identical. 
Schematic illustrating the different evolutionary paths of the dislocation 
network. The cellular dislocation structure that develops in the 
recrystallized microstructure allows for a higher dynamic recovery rate 
and steeper drop in the work hardening rate with stress. The subgrain 
morphology inherent to the recovered and unrecrystallized microstructures 
eliminates the cellular dislocation structure, reducing the dynamic 
recovery rate. 
Plot of the work hardening rate versus true stress for the recrystallized 
(REX) and recovered (REC) microstructures. Shaded lines are calculated 
using Equation (50). Note the excellent fit of the predicted work 
hardening behavior for the recovered microstructure. 
Plot of the work hardening rate versus true stress for the magnesium- 
bearing solid solutions and pure aluminum samples in the recrystallized 
(REX) and recovered (WC) conditions. Shaded lines represent the linear 
approximations used to obtain the parameters in Table XIII. Note that the 
addition of solutes accomplishes the same effect as the introduction of 
subgrains. 
Schematic illustrating the influence of precipitates on the very-early work 
hardening regime. An increase in the slope of the very-early work 
hardening regime will result in an increase in the uniform elongation 
(Euuation (54)). 
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INTRODUCTION 
Motivation 

One of the ultimate goals of Materials Science is to develop a procedure that can 
accurately predict the plastic response of a given material from a finite set of 
microstructural parameters. Once such a procedure is formulated, the mechanical 
behavior of a.given material can be optimized for specific applications. The realization 
of this goal, however, is not trivial. Unlike models that relate the flow stress of a material 
to only the transient microstructural state, the prediction of the material's plastic response 
requires understanding the manner by which these microstructural features bring the 
material to its present state and influence the evolution of this state upon further 
deformation. This task is further complicated by the inherent non-uniformity of plastic 
deformation. This is particularly true for deformation processes involving dislocation 
slip which is both discrete and directional. This non-uniformity represents major 
obstacles to an overall understanding of deformation. The desire to solve the questions 
involved with these obstacles has prompted numerous research efforts spanning the past 
sixty years. 

Studies in the area of deformation have historically been conducted on four levels 
that differ in the length-scale at which they describe the microstructure. These can be 
categorized as the atomistic, substructure, macrostructure, and continuum levels. Much 
of the difficulty associated with producing a general deformation model arises from the 
complexities involved in expanding our fundamental understanding of deformation to 
include all four of these levels. A survey of the literature reveals that the majority of our 
fundamental understanding resides at the two extreme scales: atomistic and continuum. 
The former level, which represents the smallest physical scale; includes all relevant 
properties of those features that provide resistance to dislocation slip; this comprises the 
bulk of the original dislocation studies, calculations, and theories introduced by such 
famous names as Orowanl-6, PoIyni7, TayIor899, Peierlslo, Nabarrollr12, and Frankl3 that 
emerged during the middle third of this century. Studies at this level typically involve the 
calculation of dislocation glide resistance due to the lattice, solutes, precipitates, and 
other individual dislocations. The majority of atomistic models'that have resulted from 
these studies are very well established and are reviewed extensively within the 
accumulation of conference proceedingsl4-16 and individual texts17-24. In a similar 
fashion, the concepts and mathematics that were first developed within the field of 
continuum mechanics and then applied to the theory of plasticity are also well 
established.25-27 

By themselves, the application of the concepts and models introduced in these two 
levels to work hardening is somewhat limited. The interaction of a single dislocation and 
its strain field with other structural features at the atomistic level fails to address the role 
of the same dislocation within a large aggregation of dislocations. In the same light, 
continuum models typically omit many of the inherent heterogeneities associated with 
deformation processes. It is therefore necessary to provide links between atomic scale 
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interactions, such as dislocation-dislocation interactions and solute-dislocation 
interactions, and continuum models. This necessarily requires an understanding of how 
structural features within both the substructure (dislocation arrangements) and 
macrostructure (grain morphology) influence the subsequent deformation behavior. 
Unfortunately, the current understanding of dislocation interactions with features at the 
substructure and macrostructure levels is comparatively limited. Although considerable 
efforts and successes have been made toward outlining the evolution, development, and 
arrangement of dislocations in well-annealed metals*8129, the influence of pre-existing 
heterogeneities on the evolution and development of the dislocation arrangements 
remains unclear. 

The current task is to improve our basic understanding of the structural features 
that reside in these two middle levels, and their influence on work hardening. This 
fundamental knowledge can then be used to span the gap between the atomistic and 
continuum scales. However, structural features at the substructure and macrostructure 
scale are typically the result of the synergistic influences of various atomic scale 
interactions. It is therefore difficult to ascertain from a modeling point of view which set 
of these structural features are to be considered and how, as a set, these features are to be 
accounted for. Although the influence of these features on deformation may be relatively 
well understood on an individual basis, their interactions with each other are not. 
Because of the complexities associated with this overwhelming task, much of the effort in 
the area of deformation and work hardening has concentrated on identifying regimes of 
deformation in which a single structural feature dominates. The most common structural 
feature chosen for this singular role is the dislocation density, because of its ability to 
span the different scales of deformation. On one level, the dislocation density represents 
a collection of individual dislocations and therefore retains an atomistic characteristic. 
However, it is also a measurable quantity and hence can be used to quantify the amount 
of overall deformation that has accrued on a macroscopic level. 

It is easily debatable that such a single structure parameter model is too simplistic. 
For any deformation mechanism, there exists a characteristic length below which 
deformation is observed to be heterogeneous. For deformation by slip, these 
heterogeneities are typically revealed by the non-uniform distribution and arrangement of 
the dislocations. Much of this deformation heterogeneity can be attributed to the discrete 
and directional character of dislocation slip. In general, the dislocation density cannot 
account for these non-uniformities. However, heterogeneities also exist at the level of the 
macrostructure. Features such as subgrain and grain morphologies, grain size 
distribution, and the overall texture increase the degree of deformation heterogeneity. As 
a result, models which rely solely on the dislocation density as a structural description are 
typically valid only after a sufficient amount of deformation has accumulated (greater 
than five to ten percent strain). Beyond this minimum strain, the heterogeneities become 
better masked by the increasing dislocation density and deformation can again be 
considered uniform. A study by Chu and Morris30 corroborates the phenomenon 
described above. Their findings show that the work hardening rate in aluminum and 
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aluminum-magnesium alloys can exhibit varying behaviors prior to some lower limit. 
Although these deviations in the early work hardening behavior are typically limited to 
small strains, their work has shown them to be significant enough to alter the subsequent 
mechanical properties.30 Further work by Chu, Tseng, and Morris3l, and T ~ e n g 3 ~  
suggest that these early deviations are due to differences in the initial grain structure. 

Tseng32 has shown that differences in the initial grain structure also produce 
different work hardening behaviors at large strains. This strongly suggests that there are 
heterogeneities associated with the initial grain structure that are not limited to small 
strains and are able to influence the overall deformation behavior. This result is 
particularly pertinent to structural aluminum alloys. Nearly all aluminum alloys used in 
structural applications are precipitation hardened. Consequently, the strength of these 
alloys is predicated on the characteristics of the various precipitate phases within the 
microstructure which in turn is determined by the aging treatment. The aging treatment is 
typically fixed in order to maintain the strength level required of these alloys which 
consequently fixes the subsequent mechanical behavior. These early results are 
promising as they suggest an alte-rnative means by which improvements in the work 
hardening behavior and subsequent mechanical properties can be obtained through 
modifications of the microstructure at the polygranular level prior to the aging ,treatment. 
The potential for such an improvement is particularly salient for those materials that 
typically experience small strains in real engineering applications. Two examples of such 
applications are discussed below. For these applications, understanding the sources of 
these early deviations may provide means to tailor a material's mechanical properties. 
The promise of these improvements provides the motivation for this study. 

Applications 
Strength and Toughness of Structural Aluminum Alloys 

The initial selection of a material. for any structural application is most often 
governed by its combination of strength and fracture toughness. Since the strength and 
fracture toughness at a given temperature almost invariably exhibit an inverse relation to 
one another, it becomes. necessary to optimize this combination. Unfortunately, our 
current understanding of the factors that control strength and toughness is limited, thus 
making the successful optimization process a fortuitous occurrence rather than one 
resulting from "good fundamental science". 

Continuing research on the mechanisms controlling yield and fracture show that 
the first concern is a change in the primary fracture mode. The most familiar fracture 
mode change is the ductile-brittle transition, where fracture is observed to change from a 
microvoid coalescence mechanism at higher temperatures to cleavage upon a drop in 
temperature below the ductile-brittle transition temperature.33-3 This transition often 
leads to dramatic drops in ductility and in many cases results in catastrophic failures.35 
Fracture mode transitions of this type are most common to body-centered cubic materials 
such as ferritic steels because of the large temperature sensitivity of the Pierels-Nabarro 
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stress contribution to the yield strength. Face-centered cubic materials such as aluminum, 
on the other hand, remain ductile due to their ability to accommodate localized stresses 
through extensive deformation; hence a ductile-brittle transition is not observed. 

Upon the preservation of a ductile fracture mode, the mechanisms controlling 
yield and fracture have been shown to be associated with the work hardening 
characteristics of the material.36-39 Although the various theories are based on different 
limiting criteria, they all lead to models of the general form 

where & is the fracture toughness or critical stress intensity factor above which a crack is 
no longer stable, E is the elastic modulus, B~ is the yield strength, sf is the strain to 
failure, n is the strain hardening rate, and a and b are constants with values typically 
between zero and one. Typically, an increase in the yield stress will lead to an increase in 
the fracture toughness. However, the strain to failure may decrease significantly which 
may subsequently lead to a decrease in the fracture toughne~s.~o Examples of this 
interdependency between strength, elongation, work hardening, and fracture toughness 
can be observed through overlaid plots of the work hardening rate, ddds,  and the true 
stress, 0, versus E, the true strain. Such plots have been used extensively by Lloyd and 
coworkers to study the deformation behavior of various aluminum alloys under torsion41 
as well as bulge test conditions42. Such overlay plots have also been used to study the 
macroscopic tensile behavior of aluminum-lithium alloys at cryogenic tem~eratures.43~7 
In tension, geometric instability occurs when the strain hardening rate equals the true 
stress (ddds  = 0).4* This instability is often found to coincide with failure in structural 
aluminum alloys.43-47 

Figure 1 shows a schematic depicting the interdependence between the strain to 
failure, flow strength, and work hardening rate. In general, increases in the work 
hardening rate will result in an increase in the strain to failure (Figure la). A series of 
alurninum-copper and aluminum-copper-lithium alloys studied by Glazer, et al.43-44, 
GlazeP5, Chu46, and Chu and Morris47, exhibit this behavior with decreasing 
temperatures. In most materials, however, the increase in the work hardening rate at 
lower test temperatures is accompanied by an increase in the yield strength which 
increases the subsequent stress level, resulting in a decrease in the strain to failure (Figure 
lb). It is apparent that the ability to change the work hardening behavior without 
drastically influencing the flow stress will lead to an increase in ductility (Figure la). 
Earlier results show that this is indeed possible through changes in the grain 
structure.31932 

The early work hardening behavior becomes particularly important in many of 
these high-strength, high-toughness aluminum alloys as a result of their inherent low 
elongations. In general, these low elongations are a result of the higher strength, which 
shortens the work hardening curve similar to that shown in Figure lb. It is apparent that 
with the higher strengths and lower elongations, the early part of the work hardening 
curve becomes a large percentage of the total deformation. Early deviations in the work 
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hardening curve can therefore have a pronounced influence on the subsequent mechanical 
properties. An example of this is provided by a series of studies on the aluminum- 
copper-lithium alloy 2090 in the peak-aged condition which revealed elongation values as 
low as 2%.32746349 In this case, tensile specimens remain in the early work hardening 
stage and do not enter the large strain regime prior to the intervention of failure. The 
early work hardening behavior hence becomes a predominant influence. 

The future generations of high-strength, high-toughness, aluminum alloys for 
structural applications will require a better understanding of the structural influences on 
deformation. This is particularly true for those alloys in which elongation will be further 
sacrificed for greater strength. In this event, the work hardening rate and the role by 
which the grain structure influences both the overall work hardening behavior as well as 
the early work hardening rate will have a large bearing on the subsequent fracture 
toughness (Equation (1)). For these engineering alloys, it is obvious that single parameter 
work hardening models are inapplicable. A more general constitutive law must therefore 
be sought to include the influence of other structural features. 
Formability of Aluminum Alloys 

In recent years, it has become increasingly irhportant to develop automobiles that 
are safe for the global environment, and yet do not sacrifice passenger safety, comfort, or 
vehicle performance. Because of the growing impact of automobiles globally, the 
automotive industry has been forced to actively pursue solutions to the various 
environmental problems presented by the continuously increasing number of vehicles. A 
review of these problems and the& potential solutions is given by Kurihara50-52. 

The four key environmental issues that relate to the automobile are global 
warming, air pollution, destruction of the ozone layer, and waste disposal. At least the 
first three issues can be directly influenced by improved fuel economy. Methods for 
improving fuel economy can be divided into two main groups: direct and indirect. 
Direct improvement in fuel economy can be achieved through greater engine or power 
transfer efficiency as well as reduced air resistance, while indirect improvements are 
primarily achieved through weight reduction.50 Although both direct and indirect means 
of improvement are important, the relative importance of weight-reduction is steadily 
increasing as the technologies for direct improvements in fuel economy are approaching 
their limits. As a result of these issues, the automobiles of tomorrow will likely require 
significant reductions in weight. To accomplish this, the amount of light weight alloys 
replacing the steel used presently for body parts and other structural components must 
increase. Leading candidates for such light weight alloys are al~minum-based.50-~3 

In response to this weight reduction issue, the amount of aluminum alloys used in 
automobiles has doubled over the past twenty yearsP1 However, much of this increase is 
due to the decrease in the amount of steel used, both through improved processing and 
improved design. Further weight reductions may require more widespread use of 
aluminum alloys, specifically in outer body panels.49750 However, aluminum alloys 
exhibit poorer formability characteristics compared to steels, creating a major 
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impediment to their widespread use in automobiles. Although a considerable amount of 
research has focused on the deformation and formability characteristics of aluminum 
aUoys41~42~54-57, our general understanding still remains less than that for steels. In order 
to meet these weight reduction demands, a thorough understanding of the work hardening 
behavior of aluminum, both at large strains as well as within the early deviations, is 
necessary. 

Although it is not obvious that early deviations will have a large bearing on the 
forming process, there is reason to believe that they may. Surface inaccuracies result 
from elastic recovery and are generally initiated by a non-uniform stress distribution 
during forming.58 The difference in stress states between any two given regions is 
primarily due to the different strain paths each region follows during the forming 
operation. In addition, the work hardening rate is still relatively high at small strains 
which may lead to large variations in the flow stress. 

Objective 
The influence of grain structure on the work hardening behavior of aluminum is 

investigated by means of a series of tensile tests and microscopic analyses. The reasons 
for returning to pure aluminum are to eliminate the influence of other structural features 
such as precipitates and solutes that have hindered a clear analysis in earlier studies. In 
particular, the dislocation substructure is examined by transmission electron microscopy 
as a function of initial microstructure and degree of deformation. Observations are 
correlated to the work hardening behavior determined from specimens pulled in tension. 
The results of this work may provide answers to the many ambiguities that surround our 
current understanding of the microstructural influences on work hardening and are 
directly applicable to the development of structurally based constitutive equations in 
aluminum alloys. 
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THEORY 
Work Hardening Models: Fundamentals 

It is well accepted that there are three well-defined stages of deformation in cubic 
materials. Figure 2 shows a schematic of a typical stress-strain curve for a single crystal 
depicting the three stages. Stage I, commonly referred to as "easy glide", is a region 
characterized by slip along a single system and subsequent low work hardening rates. 
The extent of Stage I work hardening is highly dependent on crystal orientation, metal 
purity, and temperature, as well as crystal size and shape. Stage I is rarely seen in 
polygranular materials except for metals that are well annealed and of very high purity. 
Stage 11 hardening refers to a linear hardening region in'which both the dislocation 
density and work hardening rate increase rapidly. Stage II is characterized by the pile up 
of dislocations on the slip system defined during Stage I. In general, Stage 11 exhibits 
work hardening rates that are approximately 100 times greater than those measured in 
Stage I. The extent of Stage 11 hardening is dependent on the stacking fault energy. 
When the stacking fault energy is low, dislocation motion along a single slip plane is 
energetically favorable. In the case of aluminum, however, the stacking fault energy is 
high, allowing dislocations to cross-slip around dislocation tangles and other. obstacles on 
the original slip plane. Consequently, Stage 11 hardening is rarely observed for 
aluminum. During Stage 111 or "parabolic" hardening, mechanically and thermally 
activated softening processes such as cross-slip become important. The work hardening 
rate begins to decline as the balance between hardening and softening shifts. The 
resulting stress-straiii curve during Stage III follows a roughly parabolic path. Although 
a Stage IV and even a Stage V hardening regime have been observed59-60, they are 
absent in tension tests due to the initiation of necking. 

Because of the high stacking fault energy, structural aluminum alloys exhibit only 
Stage 111 hardening. Unfortunately, serious efforts focused on understanding work 
hardening in Stage III have only begun within the past two decades. Although a number 
of theories have been devised to explain both Stage I and Stage 11 hardening, the 
expansion of these theories to include Stage III has been met with considerable difficulty. 
Much of this difficulty has stemmed from the problem of defining the mechanisms of 
dislocation motion responsible for Stage III work hardening. As a consequence, Stage III 
work hardening theories remain relatively incomplete. 
General Constitutive Law for Plasticity 

Much of the work in the area of work hardening has been directed towards the 
construction of a constitutive law that may accurately predict the plastic response of a 
material. In general, this consists of a set of equations that describe the state of a material 
through a number of structure parameters (Si, S2, S3, 4. These equations are typically 
written in differential form as a set of coupled equations consisting of a rate-of-flow 
equation and a set of structure-change equations: 

e = fo(o,d., T; Si, S2, S3, ...) (2a) 
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dS1= fl(o, 6, T; Si, S2, S3, ...) dt 
dS2 = f2(0,6, T; Si, S2, S3, ...) dt 

dS3 = f3(0,6, T; Si, S2, S3, ...) dt. 

(2b) 
(2c) 
(2d) 

When the strain rate varies monotonically with 'stress, Equations (2) can be inverted to 
give: 

* CY = TO(&, T; SI, S2, S3 ,  ...) (34 

(3b) 
(3c) 
(34 

dS1 = Ti(& T; Si, S2, S3, ...) dt 
dS2 = T2(& T; Si, S2, S3, ...) dt 
dS3 = T3(& T; Si, S2, S3, ...) dt 

This alternative description relates both the external variables, strain rate, 6,  and 
temperature, T, and the internal structure parameters to the flow stress, CY, which 
represents a direct macroscopic measure of the state of the material. 

Deformation studies are typically directed toward defining various structural 
features and describing their individual influence on the state of the material. From this, 
a set of constitutive equations can be derived. The list of potentially important 
microstructural features which may play a role in the deformation behavior of a metal, 
however, is very large. Such features range from the atomic scale, including the nature of 
dislocation interactions, to more large scale features such as the overall texture. Attempts 
to describe the role of these parameters on the plastic behavior are complicated by the 
mutual interaction between two or more microstructural features. From Equations (2) 
and (3), it can be seen that not only is the flow stress influenced by the structure 
parameters, but the evolution of the structure parameters themselves are influenced by 
each other. 

Due to the multiplicity of microstructural effects, most of the success in the area 
of deformation studies have come from efforts that concentrate on reducing Equations (2) 
and (3) to only include a single structure parameter. The construction of such a model 
employs the concept of a saturation stress. It is assumed that a structural feature, upon 
sufficient deformation, will reach a steady state. Once this equilibrium state is reached, 
the structural feature no longer changes with continued deformation and therefore does 
not contribute to any further change in the mechanical state of the material. A single 
structure parameter model is valid if one structural feature has an equilibrium state or 
saturation stress that is significantly greater than those saturation stresses associated with 
all other structural features, or conversely, all but one structural feature have equilibrium 
states or saturation stresses which are essentially insignificant. 

One of the benefits of a single structure parameter model is that the saturation 
stress defines a uniqueness of state. The microstructure of a material containing a single 
structure parameter will become fixed or "saturated" at the equilibrium state. Equations 
(3) will then reduce to 
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ss = f(6, T). 

Provided that the equilibrium structure is a monotonic function of both the strain rate and 
temperature, a unique, saturated state can be defined by the two external variables only. 
It then follows that the saturation stress itself is also uniquely defined by the strain rate 
and temperature, resulting in the structure insensitive constitutive equation, 

0 s  = f(6, T). (5) 
Numerous experiments have confirmed the uniqueness of this saturation stress for metals 
under both uniaxial tension61-62 and compression61-63. 

Work Hardening Models: Single Parameter Models 
Kocks-Mecking Model 

The most notable single parameter work hardening model currently used to 
describe Stage JII deformation behavior was f i s t  presented by Koch62 and Meckinga. 
The model was first developed from experiments on pure, well-annealed, polygranular 
metals. In the model, the dislocation density is the dominating microstructural feature. 
This choice of structural features necessarily limits the model to large strains, the reasons 
for which have been discussed previously. Despite its overall simplicity, the semi- 
empirical model continues to stand as the most widely accepted work hardening model. 
Since its conception, the model has proved useful in its description of the work hardening 
behavior in both pure metals and dilute solid solutions. Although numerous efforts have 
concentrated on modifying this model, the basic structure remains intact. 

The basic formulation of the model makes use of the empirically found relation, 
z = x0 + aGb$. (6) 

where a is a constant on the order of unity, G is the shear modulus, b is the Burger's 
vector, p is the dislocation density, and T~ is the friction stress, the resistance of the 
matrix to dislocation glide. The proportionality between the square root of the 
dislocation density and stress has been established both experimentally and 
theoreticaUy.65-67 

Increases in the dislocation density must be a result of the applied strain. The rate 
at which the dislocation density increases with strain can be written, in general, as a sum 
of two components, 

where the subscripts, h and s, represent those mechanisms which contribute to the 
hardening and softening, respectively, of the material. The hardening term on the right 
hand side of Equation (7) represents the rate at which dislocations are stored. This rate 
can be obtained through a simple model. 
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Consider a cube containing an edge dislocation subjected to a shear stress 7, as 
shown in Figure 3. If the dislocation moves a distance A, the top half of the cube is 
displaced by a distance (A/L)b, with respect to the bottom half, where L is the dimension 
of the cube. The corresponding shear strain is 

Ab 
Y = s  

For N dislocations, Equation (8) becomes 

where A now represents the dislocation mean free path. The total length of dislocations 
is NL. The dislocation density, p, is obtained by dividing the total length of dislocations 
by the volume of the cube, NL2. Substituting into Equation (9) gives 

y = pbA. (10) 

The dislocation mean free path, A, can be assumed to be proportional to the mean 
dislocation spacing, h, which in turn is inversely proportional to the square root of the 
dislocation density, 

a . A = & = - ,  
$ 

Combining Equation (10) and (1 1) gives 

y=ab$ 
The derivative is then 

where the burger's vector and the constant of proportionality, a, has been incorporated 
into the constant kl. 

The softening term in Equation (7) is the rate at which dislocation annihilation 
occurs. This decrease in the dislocation density is due to dynamic recovery processes that 
occur among the previously stored dislocations.68 Consider an area, dA, on a favored 
slip plane along which a dislocation with a burger's vector, b, sweeps across. The number 
of dislocations already existing within this area is equal to pdA. This value represents the 
number of recovery sites available to the sweeping dislocation. The total change in 
dislocation length due to recovery within the area, dA, is LRpdA where LR is the average 
recovered length per dislocation. The recovered dislocation density is obtained by 
dividing by the volume &A, 

where 6 is the spacing between slip planes. The corresponding shear strain associated 
with the sweeping dislocation is 
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dy=-g. b 

Dividing Equation (14) by Equation (15) gives 

Substituting Equations (13) and (16) into Equation (7) gives, 

Combining Equation (17) with the derivative of Equation (6) with respect to p results in 
an equation which describes the evolution of the work hardening rate, 

where the shear stress, z, replaces the dislocation density via Equation (6). This can be 
further reduced to 

8 = 80 - K22 (19) 
where K2 replaces k2/2, and 0, is the work hardening rate obtained when the work 
hardening curve is extrapolated back to a stress value equal to zero. This zero stress work 
hardening rate is independent of strain rate and depends on temperature only through the 
temperature dependence of the shear modulus. For a well-annealed polygranular metal 
consisting of randomly oriented grains, Equation (19) is easily modified for tensile tests 
by multiplying both the work hardening rate and true stress by appropriate powers of the 
Taylor factor@ so as to give 

where o and E represent the tensile stress and tensile strain, respectively. Details of this 
derivation are discussed in a later section. Equation (20) is shown schematically in 
Figure 4. Actual curves taken from tensile tests will exhibit a drop in the work haidening 
rate from a value equal to the elastic modulus at approximately the yield strength. 
Deviations under tensile conditions also occur near the necking criterion, when the work 
hardening rate equals the true stress, due to geometric considerations. Torsion tests have 
established that the linear decrease in the work hardening rate continues well below the 
necking criterion prior to exhibiting Stage IV deformation behavior>9,60 

K0cks6~ has referred to the two terms on the right hand side of Equation (19) as 
the thermally independent and thermally dependent terms, respectively. The first term, 
eo, is further found to be relatively insensitive to different FCC polycrystalline materials. 
This constant is measured to be on the order of G/200 for pure FCC polycrystals. A 
statistical argument is provided for this constancy claiming that a fvred proportionality 
exists between the average spacing and size of "hard" areas within the initial matrix.70 
The latter, thermally dependent term, is, in essence, a dynamic recovery term which is 
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controlled by the thermally activated process of cross-slip. Consequently, K2 will 
decrease with decreasing temperature and increasing strain rate, resulting in a greater 
saturation stress. 

The Kocks-Mecking model implies that Stage III work hardening occurs when 
dynamic recovery processes become important. This assumption has come under 
scrutiny, particularly in light of the smooth transition commonly observed between Stage 
II and Stage III work hardening behaviors. Kuhlmann-Wilsdorf argues that this smooth 
transition indicates an absence of a significant change in the dislocation 
rearrangement71772 However, a shift in the dominant deformation process should lead to 
a transient discontinuity in the stress-strain curve which is not observed. 

A second shortcoming of the Kocks-Mecking model is the lack of a full structural 
description. This necessarily limits the use of the Kocks-Mecking model to well- 
annealed, single and polycrystals. As discussed previously, the dislocation density does 
not account for heterogeneities h the dislocation network. Even within pure materials, 
heterogeneities in the arrangement of the dislocation density are inherent due to the 
directionality of slip. Extensive observations and analysis of these heterogeneities can be 
found in the literature.56973-79 It is reasonable to assume that these heterogeneities will 
be further influenced by other structural features at the macroscopic scale, particularly 
during the early stages of deformation when the dislocation density is still relatively low. 
Kuhlmann- Wilsdoxf Model: Mesh-L,en,gh Theory 

Kuhlmann-Wilsdorf addresses the issue of non-uniform dislocation arrangements 
by incorporating the formation of dislocation cells, dislocation lattice structures, and 
other low energy dislocation substructures often observed during straining in what is 
referred to as the Mesh-Length the0ry.7~,7~980 These cell structures and lattice structures 
are typically defined by walls of high dislocation density which surround interiors of low 
dislocation density. Kuhlmann-Wilsdorf argues that these low energy dislocation 
substructures are a natural consequence of the need for dislocations to reduce the resolved 
shear stress component acting on them. To reduce this stress to a level equal or below 
that of the frictional stress, dislocations rearrange themselves into cellular-like structures. 
In this manner, the respective resolved shear stresses from neighboring dislocations are 
mutually screened.71781782 A series of papers by Bassim and Kuhlmann-Wilsdorf 
confirms this reduction in the resolved shear stresses between screw dislocations in 
hexagonal structures.83-87 Computer calculations show that such three-dimensional 
"checkerboard" arrangements within FCC materials also exhibit particularly low strain 
energies.88 

In the Kuhlmann-Wilsdorf model, the shear stress, zs., required to move 
dislocations is assumed to be independent of the frictional stress, T ~ ,  required to activate 
the dislocations such that the total shear stress, 2, on the system is 

2: = 70 + 2:s- (21) 
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Dislocation motion requires the system to be at a high enough stress level so that free 
dislocations within the existing dislocation network may bow out. Following the theory 
of Frank and Readsg, this stress can be written as 

aGb 
2s = - 

Y 
where a is a constant near unity, and y is the free dislocation link length, or mesh-length, 
between two resisting obstacles. This mesh-length will, in general, be proportionally 
related to the mean dislocation spacing, A, by a proportional factor, m, so that 

aGb z, = - mA. 
Applying the inverse proportionality between the mean dislocation spacing and the 
square root of the dislocation density in Equation (12) gives 

a G b 6  
m y  zs = 

which, with the exception of the constant factor m, resembles Equation (6). 

The Kuhlmann-Wilsdorf.mode1 introduces two additional parameters, p and g, 
which provide a statistical description of the dislocation arrangement. The first 
parameter, p, describes the fraction of mobile dislocations that are stored in the 
dislocation network. The change in the stored dislocation density, dp, is then, 

d~ = Pdpm (25) 
where Pm is the density of mobile dislocations. The change in strain is also a function of 
the mobile dislocation density, 

dy=dpmbL ~ (26) 
where L is the mean free path of the mobile dislocations. Combining Equations (25) and 
(26) results in the dislocation storage rate, 

*-P 
dy - bL' 

Equation (27) differs from Equation (11) in two aspects: the multiplying factor of p and 
the parameter, L, which differs from the mean dislocation spacing, A, used in the Kocks- 
Mecking construction.62vM Whereas the mean dislocation spacing is a statistical average 
based on all dislocations, the mean free path in Equation (27) does not require a fiied 
relationship between the distance traveled by a dislocation and the dislocation density. 
However, it is recognized that the mean free path must be coupled with the dislocation 
density in some manner. To resolve this, the Kuhlmann-Wilsdorf model introduces the 
second parameter, g, such that 

L = g A  (28) 
where g is a constant on the order of 100 during Stage II def0,ation.7~,7~,7~,~~ 
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For materials that form cell structures upon deformation, the mean free path, L, 
can be replaced with the dislocation cell diameter, D. Dislocation cells are typically 
observed to extend nearly parallel to the primary slip plane with only short 
interconnecting links across the primary slip planes.73~90 Hence, the dislocation cells can 
be assumed to be roughly circular and stretched out along the glide plane so that the 
volume of a cell is 

7CD2 V=-& 4 
where 6 is the thickness of the cell a direction normal to the primary slip plane. 
Equations (25) through (27) then become 

and 
*Ai 
dy - bD 

respectively. Taking the derivative of Equation (21) and combining with Equations (12), 
(28), and (32) gives the work hardening rate as 

where the variation of the friction stress, zo, with strain is considered to be negligible. 
During Stage 11 hardening, the Mesh-Length theory carries the assumption of 
"similitude". This is the assumption that upon deformation and the ensuing increase in 
the dislocation density, all geometric relations remaining constant; the dislocation 
arrangement simply shrinks in scale. When this assumption of similitude holds, both P 
and g remain constant, resulting in a constant work hardening rate.71772~75**1-91 
However, similitude eventually breaks down, causing the ratio, p/g, to decrease, marking 
the beginning of Stage III work hardening. 

There are two hypotheses for the loss of similitude. The first asserts that Stage III 
hardening begins when the mean free path ceases to decrease further despite the 
continuing decrease in the mean dislocation spacing. For those materials exhibiting the 
formation of dislocation cells, this translates to a cessation of dislocation cell shrinkage. 
The dislocation cell diameter, D, remains constant while the mean dislocation spacing, A, 
continues to decrease, thus causing g to increase and the subsequent work hardening rate, 
8, to fall. A second hypothesis offered for explaining the onset of Stage III hardening is 
the occurrence of cross-slip. At high enough stresses, dislocations are able to overcome 
obstacles by cross-slipping onto an intersecting slip plane. The dislocation mobility 
therefore increases, and the fraction of the mobile dislocation density stored in the 
dislocation network, p, decreases. 
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A number of models have been proposed based on this assumption of cross-slip. 
The most notable model was proposed by Seeger and coworkers in which cross-slip is 
assumed to nucleate as a result of a pileup of screw dislocations against a Lomer-Cottrell 
lock.92~93 Some arguments have been raised against such a change in the deformation 
mechanism. In particular, this change in the dominating dislocation motion mechanism 
cannot account for the smooth transition from Stage 11 to Stage III harde11bg.7197~ In 
addition, cross-slip has been observed during Stage 11 deformation, well before the onset 
of Stage III deformation. Nonetheless, cross-slip does appear to play some crucial role. 
By far, the strongest evidence supporting the importance of cross-slip during Stage III 
work hardening is given by Mecking and coworkers, who were able to normalize the 
Stage III work hardening behaviors obtained from various face-centered-cubic metals by 
taking into account their respective differences in stacking fault energies.% 

It is interesting to note that the Kuhlmann-Wilsdorf model does not strictly 
require the mechanism of dynamic recovery. This is unlike the Kocks-Mecking model, 
which is based on the occurrence of dynamic recovery during Stage III work hardening. 
Instead, the Mesh-kngth theory makes use OX the parameter p to control the rate at 
which dislocations are stored. This decrease in the value of p, however, may be due in 
part to the increased chance for the mutual annihilation of mobile dislocations. This 
makes the parameter p somewhat similar to the parameter K2 in the Kocks-Mecking 
model. 

Despite the incorporation of non-uniform dislocation arrangements, the Mesh- 
Length theory is similar to the Kocks-Mecking model in that it lacks a sufficient 
structural description. During both Stage 11 and Stage III work hardening, the primary 
structural feature is the cell or lattice substructure. Other structural features do not come 
into play except through the parameters of p and g or through a change in the frictional 
stress, T ~ ,  which only shifts the overall stress level at which the deformation process 
occurs. Changes in p will alter the ease of cross-slip and subsequently the rate at which 
the cell or lattice substructure forms. Likewise, changes in g will predetermine the initial 
scale of the dislocation substructure. In both cases, however, the configuration of the 
substructure remains the same. In other words, the non-uniformity of the dislocation 
arrangement assumed in the Mesh-Length theory is itself consistent and homogeneous, 
although on a larger length-scale than that described by Koch and Mecking. Figure 5 
demonstrates this similarity between the two models schematically. 

It remains unclear how and to what extent dislocation cells influence the work 
hardening behavior. The fact that the Kocks-Mecking model and the Kuhlmann-Wilsdorf 
model follow along similar lines of reasoning, with the exception of the length-scales 
described, emphasizes this void in our understanding. The Koch-Mecking model argues 
that the motion of dislocations is governed by the development of hard regions which 
initiate along parallel slip planes which eventually impinge along directions normal to the 
glide plane.70 As these dislocation tangles grow, the motion of dislocations becomes 
increasingly difficult regardless of whether these tangles are themselves arranged in a 
cellular structure or not. The formation of cells is therefore a consequence of the 
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deformation process and may be considered as having no direct influence on the work 
hardening behavior. In contrast, the work hardening model presented by Kuhlmann- 
Wilsdorf states that the formation of dislocation cells or a dislocation lattice provides a 
limit to the motion of dislocations through the material as well as a structure that the 
dislocation density must conform t0.71980 

Early Regime Work Hardening Models 
Both the Kocks-Mecking model and the Mesh-Length theory assume that the 

static arrangement of dislocations is homogeneous. This homogeneity must also extend 
in a dynamic sense. Specifically, the process by which the dislocation arrangement 
progresses must not change. At low strains, however, the dislocation density is still 
relatively small, allowing other structural features to prevail over the natural arrangement 
process. This may lead to deviations from a simple work hardening model during the 
early stages of deformation. It is obvious that the derivation of a more general work 
hardening model will require an expansion of the number of structure parameters 
employed. However, it remains unclear which of these structural features 'should be 
incorporated into a work hardening model. The situation is made even more difficult by 
the large number of definable structural features, any combination of which may be 
responsible for deviations in the work hardening behavior. 

A reexamination of the concepts leading to Equations (4) and (5) shows that a 
breakdown in the single structure parameter model at low strains is expected. Let osl and 
os2 represent the saturation stresses associated with the two dominating structural 
features such that osl is greater than os2. For simplicity, let both structural features lead 
to equations similar in form to Equation (20) but with different values for Go and K2. 
The two equations are depicted schematically in Figure 6a. If the work hardening rates 
associated with the individual structure parameters are assumed to be additive, a bi-linear 
work hardening plot will result (Figure 6b). Assuming that the additive attribute is 
common to all work hardening plots, the extension of this analysis to include n structure 
parameters with continuously decreasing values of the saturation stress, all of which are 
associated with linear equations similar to Equation (20), would result in a work 
hardening plot that curves sharply upward at low stresses (Figure 6d). The characteristics 
illustrated in Figure 6d are typical of most structural aluminum alloys. 

Estrin and Mecking have considered an alternative reasoning for the non-linear 
work hardening behavior at early strains. In their modification of the Kocks-Mecking 
model, a particle strengthened material that contains a mean particle spacing, h, is 
considered.95 These particles fix the dislocation mean free path. The evolution of the 
dislocation density must now incorporate the two structure parameters, p and h, so that 
Equation (17) resembles 

By assuming h to be constant, thus eliminating a dhldy term, Estrin and Mecking obtain 
a complex polynomial function for the work hardening rate, 
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. 

Substituting Equation (6) for the dislocation density results in 

(35) 

(36) 

which bears a marked similarity to the n-parameter curve of Figure 6d. 

Ashby argues that any microstructure more complex than a single crystal must be 
treated as a "plastically non-homogeneous material", due to the existence of grain 
boundaries which necessarily impose gradients of plastic deformation.96 With this mind, 
Ashby proposes a model that avoids the problem of selecting a second distinctly different 
structural feature by separating the dislocation density into two independent components: 
"statistically stored" and "geometrically necessary". During the early stages of 
deformation, "geometrically necessary" dislocations dominate in order to accommodate 
the deformation gradients between neighboring grains. The slip length associated with 
the "geometrically necessary" dislocations, xg, is characteristic of the microstructure. 
The most common feature used to describe this slip length is the grain size. Since the 
grain size is independent of strain, the "geometrically necessary" dislocation density, ps, 
increases linearly with strain. However, the slip length associated with the "statistically 
stored" dislocations, hs, decreases with further straining due to the increasing degree of 
random interactions among an increasing population of dislocations. Consequently, the 
"statistically stored" dislocations, ps, accumulate more rapidly and eventually, after 
sufficient straining, dominate the deformation behavior. The strain required for this 
transfer of dominance increases with decreasing values of kg 

Work Hardening Models: Influence of Structure 
Theories of dislocation motion, combined with numerous empirical models, 

provide a guide as to the manner by which changes in testing environment, namely 
temperature and strain rate, will influence the work hardening behavior. As described 
earlier, Kocks finds that both a decrease in temperature and an increase in strain rate will 
decrease the slope exhibited by the work hardening rate versus true stress curve.62 
Although it is much less understood, a similar mapping exists between the work 
hardening behavior and structural features. In this section, results from earlier 
investigations are reviewed. The findings suggest that the various structural features, 
similar to the external parameters, may also be categorized by the manner by which they 
alter the work hardening rate versus true stress curve. 
Expansion fiom Single Crystals to Polycrystals 

In 1938, Taylor expanded the then-present understanding of deformation by 
dislocation slip in single crystal deformation to a polycrystalline structure containing a 
collection of randomly oriented grains.97 His successful model provided an 
understanding of how slip is possible within a crystal aggregate such that the boundaries 
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of neighboring grains remain in contact after slipping has taken place. A later 
complementary theory by Bishop and Hill further formalized the concept of discrete sets 
of stress states in FCC materials97798 

One of the many concepts that emerged from this pioneering work is the Taylor 
factor. The Taylor factor results from the assumption that the macroscopic work 
undergone by a material in creating a unit strain must equal the summation of work done 
by the individual dislocations that move to accommodate the unit strain. Mathematically, 
this equality can be written as 

ode: = ZTdy, (37) 
where the summation on the right hand side is over all slip systems that are activated to 
accommodate the macroscopic strain. Taylor97 and Bishop and Hi1198999 have both 
shown that the minimum number of slip systems required to accommodate any 
macroscopic strain conditions is five. Assuming that the shear stress to move a 
dislocation is equal among the different slip systems, Equation (37) can be rewritten as 

ode: = 7 Xdy. (38) 
The Taylor factor is simply the ratio between the macroscopic properties and the 
properties of the slip systems; 

The Taylor factor associated with a given polycrystalline material is obtained by 
averaging the independent Taylor factors associated with each individual grain. For a 
material consisting of a completely random set of grain orientations, the Taylor factor is 
calculated to be approximately 3.06.97-99 

Applying Equation (39), the work hardening rate of a polygranular material, 0, 
becomes 

where 8 represents the work hardening curve for a single crystal, and the summation is 
dropped by assuming that the average contribution from each slip system is equal. 
Further experiments by Kocks on well-annealed polycrystals show that the validity of 
Equation (40) requires that 0 be obtained from single crystals oriented for multiple slip; 
specifically? the <111> or <loo> tensile directions.69~1~ Using Equations (39) and (40), 
plots of the work hardening rate versus true stress will demonstrate greater slopes with 
increasing Taylor factors. Figure 7 illustrates this graphically. 
Influence of Grain, Subgrain, and Cell Size 

One of the inherent shortcomings of Taylor's analysis is the lack of information 
about grain boundaries. Taylor's model assumes that each grain responds to an applied 
strain as a single unit, rotating about different axes, and that the character of the grain 
boundaries separating the individual grains do not influence the deformation 
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process.96f101 However, there is considerable evidence that deformation near grain 
boundaries differs from that within the grain interiors.102 The various models that have 
been proposed to explain the influence of grain boundaries have been reviewed by Li and 
Choul03, and Thompson1o4. More recently, a review by Lasalmonie and Strudel also 
contains the extension of these models to creep and fatigue.105 Some of the concepts 
emerging from these various models and their effect on the work hardening behavior are 
described below. 

The first attempt to understand the influence of grain boundaries concentrated on 
the effect of grain size on the yield strength. This pioneering work resulted in what is 
termed the Hall-Petch relation1069107, 

~y = 0: + ky d-n, (41) 
where d is the grain size, n is a constant on the order of 0.5, Oi is the friction stress, and ky 
is a constant which is associated with the ease of slip propagation across grain 
boundaries. Petch and coworkers have accumulated data from a number of different 
steels that are well described by Equation (41).107-115 Additional data obtained from 
tests on copperll6, silverl17, aluminumll8, nickel1199120, tungstenl21, niobiumlz, 
chromiuml23, and other metal~l15f12~128 are also found to obey Equation (41). The 
Hall-Petch relation is founded on the concept that grain boundaries act as obstacles to slip 
transmission from grain to grain. As a result, dislocations must pile-up at the grain 
boundaries, the maximum length of the pile-up being fixed by the grain size.107~108 
Comprehensive reviews of the mathematics involved in deriving Equation (41) based on 
this pile-up concept is given by Weertman and Weertman20, and Li and ChoulO3. It 
should be noted that for materials that have been cold-worked and recovered, the size 
parameter in Equation (41) i s  often found to be comparably represented by the subgrain 
size, although the values of the parameters Oi and ky are different.129-135 

A second rationale for explaining the validity of Equation (41) is the inverse 
proportionality between the grain size and the volume fraction of grain boundaries. If 
one assumes that the grain boundaries are all of the same character and comprise of misfit 
dislocations, then the volume fraction of grain boundaries is proportional to the 
dislocation density.136~137 Replacing the grain size, d, in Equation (41) with l/p results 
in Equation (6), where k, is equivalent to aGb. This alternative reasoning is particularly 
attractive since it suggests that Equation (41) can be expanded to describe the flow stress 
during deformation. Equation (41) then becomes, 

where the left hand side is the flow stress and the friction stress as well as the Hall-Petch 
slope may be functions of strain. Armstrong, et al., find Equation (42) to be descriptive 
for mild steel (BCC), zinc (HCP), and 70/30 brass (FCC).115 Their results indicate that 
the Hall-Petch slope, k,, for these materials remains relatively constant up to strains of 
20%. This is unlike the friction stress which increases with strain. Comparable work on 
aluminum138-140, copperl41, iron and steels10*~142-1~, and other metaIs137~145, have also 
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shown good fits with Equation (42). These results indicate that a decrease in the grain 
size only alters the overall stress level at which deformation occurs; the overall 
deformation mechanism remains unchanged. This effect reveals itself in a work 
hardening versus true stress plot as a simple shift to higher stresses, the slope of the work 
hardening curve remaining constant (Figure 8). Note that the larger grain size 
microstructures also provide for greater elongations since the shift of the work hardening 
curve to lower stresses allows the work hardening rate to decrease to lower values prior to 
reaching the necking criterion. 

Despite the initial success of Equation (42) in describing the flow stress, there is 
overwhelming evidence that Equation (42) is not general to all materials. The strongest 
evidence is presented by Thompson and Baskes who find that the stress-strain curves for 
both polycrystalline copper and aluminum of different grain sizes cross thus invalidating 
Equation (42) which requires a monotonic increase in the stress-strain mapping with 
decreasing grain size.14 Plots of the Hall-Petch type (CY versus lm) show that ky is not 
a constant but varies from negative values to positive values with decreasing grain size, 
the variation increasing at higher strains. Ashby first offered an explanation for the 
observed deviations from linearity, asserting that the local hardening behavior near the 
grain boundaries must differ from that within the grain interior.96 Following Ashby's 
idea, two classes of theories have arisen to explain the influence of grain 
boundaries.1039147-149 The first asserts that the grain boundaries act as dislocation 
sources103~147, while the second assumes that the hardening behavior near the grain 
boundaries differs from that within the interior149149. In both cases, the mechanism at or 
near the grain boundaries dominates the deformation process at low strains. The increase 
in the dislocation density at higher strains increases the density of dislocation interactions 
within the grain, which eclipses those mechanisms at or near the grain boundaries. 

Following the analysis of Ashby96, Thompson, Baskes, and Flanagan develop a 
mathematical theory which considers the change in the slip distance of both the 
"geometrically necessary" and "statistically stored" dislocations.148 Whereas Ashby 
assumes that the two types of dislocations are physically indistinguishable, Thompson, et 
al., contend that each type will dominate in certain regions of the microstructure. 
Following Equation (6), an appropriate description of the flow stress should therefore 
have the form, 

0 = 00 + Vsks lJps+ Vg kg 6 (43) 
where V, and V, are the volume fractions of regions dominated by the "geometrically 
necessary" and "statistically stored" dislocations respectively, and both kg and ks are 
constants. Since the slip distance associated with the "geometrically necessary" 
dislocations is fixed by the microstructure, in particular, the grain size, d, pg is 
proportional to l/d. On the other hand, the "statistically stored" dislocations are 
randomly distributed and must follow Equation (12). The area, Vg, is assumed to 
encompass a volume that extends from the grain boundary by some grain boundary 
width, 6. Assuming that the grains are spherical, the volume fraction of the 
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"geometrically necessary'' dislocations is 6/d. The grain boundary width, 6, can be 
replaced with the slip distance, hs, since if the grain boundary width was larger, the 
smaller slip distance would allow "statistically stored" dislocations to reside within the 
grain boundaries. The resulting equation is 

where the new constants, K, and K,, incorporate kg and ks as well as their respective 
multiplying factors. By fitting Equation (44) to experimental data, a hyperbolic-like 
relationship between the slip distance, h,, and strain is determined.148 Through an 
extrapolation of the computer generated data of Thompson, Baskes, and Flanagan, a 
graphical representation of the grain size effect can be obtained for aluminum. Figure 9, 
which illustrates this effect, differs slightly from that represented in Figure 8 in two 
principal ways: (1) the work hardening curve appears to reach a minimum at 
approximately 5 to 6 pm and (2) below this grain size, the slope of the work hardening 
curve increases. This Iatter effect causes the stress-strain curve to level off more rapidly 
after an initially steep rise at lower strains, thus causing the crossing of curves. 

Ashby's contradiction to a simple Hall-Petch relation suggests that the appropriate 
size parameter to describe the deformation of metals is not a fured value, such as the grain 
size, but in fact, must change during the course of deformation. In particular, the distance 
through which a dislocation is allowed to slip must change with strain. One possible 
explanation for this is that the deformation process is governed by the dislocation cell 
size rather than the grain size. Embury, Keh, and Fisher suggest that the flow stress 
would be better described by a modified Hall-Petch relation in which the size parameter, 
d, in Equation (42) is representative of the cell size rather than the grain size.150 Since 
dislocation cell walls become substantial obstacles after sufficient strain, the mean free 
path of the mobile dislocations becomes a strong function of the cell diameter. Fujita and 
Tabata come to the same conclusion for aluminum.151 A review of additional supporting 
data by Staker and Holt for copper, aluminum and iron indicates that the exponent n in 
Equation (41) is equal to 1 for substructure calculations.66 The success of the Mesh- 
Length theory proposed by Kuhlmann-Wilsdorf also lends credence to this idea.71*72**o 

The various findings discussed above appear to provide a relatively thorough 
understanding of the influence of grain structures as well as substructures on the flow 
stress. Young and Sherby suggest that the various grain and substructure features can be 
separated into respective regions of dominance.152 The influence of cell boundaries will 
dominate the deformation behavior when the cell size is below a certain value, 
approximately 0.4 p. This upper limit, however, is dependent on the grain or subgrain 
size, increasing to higher cell sizes with increasing grain or subgrain sizes. Since the cell 
size characteristically decreases with straining, one would expect the dominating 
structural feature to change from the grain size or grain boundary to the cell size or cell 
boundary with increasing strain,' For example, at a grain or subgrain size of 
approximately 40pm, the limiting cell size is about 1 pm. Hansen further stipulates that 
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although not dominant, the grain size will strongly affect the manner by which the cell 
size dominates hardening due to the strain accommodation processes involved during 
deformation.l53 This is particularly relevant for very small grain sizes which may 
suppress the formation of cells altogether.lH 

Recent work in the area of grain size effects has concentrated on determining how 
the distribution of grain sizes influences the reliability of Equation (42).155-157 A log 
normal distribution of grain sizes is observed in both a l ~ m i n u m ~ ~ * - ~ ~ ~  and 
titanium1609161 samples undergoing a cold-work and annealing process. This non- 
uniformity in the grain size distribution results in a deviation from the Hall-Petch 
equation. Although this deviation is relatively small, it is believed to be responsible for 
the scatter in the various Hall-Petch type analyses found in the literature.l56 A better 
agreement with the Hall-Petch equation is obtained when the amount of cold work prior 
to annealing is increased. This reduces the recrystallization temperature as well as the 
subsequent grain size distribution.158J61 
Muence of Dislocation Substructure 

The majority of investigations in the area of deformation and work hardening 
have concentrated on the development of the dislocation substructure and macrostructure, 
including texture, within an initially well-annealed metal. However, processes involving 
large deformations, such as sheet forming, typically entail complex loading conditions. 
This has led to substantial efforts by the automotive industry to understand the influence 
of basic forming operations on the mechanical properties of steel sheet products. During 
metal forming operations, the sheet material is subjected to complex strains. In addition, 
sequential stamping operations are often used. In general, the mechanical conditions 
responsible for plastic instability under such complex loading schemes are well 
simulated. 162 However, the means by which structural features lead to these instabilities 
are only partly understood. In order to gain more insight into this problem, numerous 
experiments involving changes in strain path have been conducted. 

There is substantial evidence indicating that the deformation structure plays a 
significant role in tests involving a change in loading conditions. Both the ensuing 
strength and work hardening properties are found to be severely influenced. Wagoner 
and Laukonis have shown that early transients in work hardening are a result in changes 
in the strain path rather than changes in the loading.163 The evolution of the ensuing 
substructure is also strongly dependent on the amplitude and direction of the change in 
strain path-lG4-16* The observed behaviors can be separated into two categories as 
described by Doucet and coworkers: positive and negative transients (Figure 10).169-171 
Positive transients are marked by a high subsequent yield stress upon reloading followed 
by a reduced work hardening rate. This type of behavior is typically observed in tests 
involving an orthogonal change in the strain path.16511661~7~-178 In aluminum, the 
prestraining can lead to an increase in the strength level above that obtained by normal 
uniaxial tension, which results in early failure in aluminum.172 By comparison, a 
negative transient is typified by a lowering of the subsequent yield stress upon reloading, 
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followed by an increase in the initial work hardening rate. This behavior is observed in 
tests involving a stress reversal or a Bauschinger sequence.178-184 

Substantial efforts have been made to link the observed macroscopic behavior 
with the evolution of the deformed substructure. The accumulated experimental results 
indicate that the cellular structure provides at least a guideline for the observed 
macroscopic behavior.185-194 Work on single crystal <111> aluminum by Hasegawa and 
coworkers suggest that the negative transient observed in stress reversal tests is a result of 
the dissolution of the cell structure developed dwng the initial pre~training.l86-~*~9~~~ 
The cellular substructure is polarized in the direction of the initial strain path such that 
dislocations of like sign accumulate along the same side of a cell wall. Dislocations on 
the opposing side are of the opposite sign. Upon a stress reversal the outermost 
dislocations enter a relatively dislocation free cell interior. The mutual annihilation of 
dislocations of opposite signs entering the cell interior from diametrically opposed sides 
results in an initial reduction in the dislocation density and a subsequent drop in the yield 
stress. This polarization and dissolution of the dislocation cells have also been observed 
in other materials. 1907191,1937194 

The polarization of cells indicates that there is an inherent directionality 
associated with the formation of the cellular structure. Fernandes and coworkers have 
shown experimentally that the cell walls form initially on active slip planes and are then 
stabilized by walls forming on secondary systems1917194, corroborating earlier 
observations on cellular structures73~90. Microbands immediately form on previously 
latent systems, upon a reloading in an orthogonal direction. The difficulty associated 
with the new microbands crossing the preexisting dislocation substructure results in a rise 
in the yield strength.175-176 The subsequent transient is concomitant with the 
rearrangement of the dislocation substructure. The majority of dislocations generated 
during the initial prestraining disappear due to interactions with mobile dislocations on 
the new active slip systems.193 A review of experimental results by Rauch indicates that 
the resultant strength level in the new direction, as well as the transient, increases with 
greater prestrains, suggesting that stronger pre-existing dislocation substructures are 
unable to completely dissolve.195 

Despite the apparent link between the.hardening behavior and the dislocation 
substructure, it is still unclear whether the evolution of the cellular structure, both prior to 
and following a change in the strain path, influences the work hardening behavior or is 
simply an artifact of the macroscopic process. Vincentl96, and later Johnson and 
coworkersl97-198, investigated the influence of a preexisting cellular dislocation 
substructure in low carbon steels under monotonic loading conditions. By varying the 
temperature at which specimens were prestrained, the work hardening behavior as a 
function of the existence of dislocation cells was examined. Dislocation cells were first 
formed through prestrainings of up to 20% at room temperature. Specimens were then 
tested at a lower test temperature at which the formation of dislocation cells is 
suppressed. Comparison of the subsequent stress-strain curve with that obtained from an 
uninterrupted test at the same lower temperature revealed no change in the work 
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hardening behavior although the observed strain shift indicates that the existence of cells 
produces a shift in the work hardening curve to slightly higher stresses. This lack of 
influence is a consequence of the sluggish motion of screw dislocation within the cell 
interiors that dominate the deformation behavior despite the formation of dislocation 
cells.198 

The insensitivity of the work hardening behavior to the cellular structure may not 
be so surprising when considering the analysis of Young and S h e r b ~ . ' ~ ~  TEM 
micrographs from Johnson's work indicate a cell size measuring approximately 1.5 to 2.0 
pm which may still be too large for the cellular structure to be dominant. Johnson, 
however, arguks that the lack of influence is an indication that the formation of cells and 
the flow stress are not mutually dependent; the cell walls do not necessarily affect the 
flow stress.198 The model presented by Mughrabi, which reveals that long range stresses 
are inevitable in cell structures and that these long range stresses are intimately related to 
the deformation process, provides at least a possibility that the cell walls are indeed 
ineffective.199 

It should be noted that the discussion above has been isolated to pure metals. 
There are obviously numerous other structural artifacts, such as solutes, dispersoids, and 
precipitates, which will influence the work hardening behavior. An analysis of these 
effects, however, is beyond the scope of this work. 

S-ary 
The various theories and concepts presented above highlight much of the current 

understanding of work hardening. Various models such as those presented by Kocks- 
Mecking and Kuhlmann-Wilsdorf and coworkers provide a basis from which a general 
understanding of work hardening can be pursued. Despite extensive efforts concentrated 
on a number of different aspects of this goal, the question still remains as to the influence 
of the structural features at both the dislocation substructure and the grain structure 
scales. If indeed the source of work hardening is isolated to the atomistic scale, then the 
grain structure may indeed have little influence. However, the results reviewed above 
indicate that this is not necessarily true. Earlier experiments indicate that the grain 
structure influences the work hardening behavior at both large and small strains.30- 
32&47749 The early deviations have a particularly significant influence on the 
subsequent mechanical properties of aluminum alloys typically exhibiting low 
ductility.30-32 

The current work attempts to isolate structural features at the grain structure level 
and their influences on the work hardening behavior. The experiments and results 
presented in this treatise should provide evidence that may assist in expanding our current 
understanding of the work hardening behavior in aluminum alloys as well as to all 
materials in general. 
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EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE 
Materials and Microstructure 

The primary material used in this investigation was high purity aluminum 
received by Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory in the form of flat tensile specimens 
machined from 3 mm thick sheets such that the tensile axis is parallel to the rolling 
direction. Dimensions of the tensile specimens are shown in Figure 11. The purity level 
was determined by mass spectroscopy to be no greater than 99.94%. Initial processing of 
the aluminum was done at Kobe Steel, Ltd (KSL) in Japan. The aluminum was melted, 
cast into ingot form in air atmosphere, and then annealed at 48OOC for 24 hours. Ingots 
were then hot-rolled at 480°C to a thickness of 5mm followed by a cold-rolling to a final 
thickness of 3 mm (40% reduction). 

An additional sequence of tests were done in order to investigate some of the 
more outstanding issues uncovered by the examination of KSL specimens. Two batches 
of tensile specimens, referred to as LBLl and LBL2, were processed at Lawrence 
Berkeley Laboratory from cast ingots received from Alcoa. Starting ingots were 
machined from the cast ingot, annealed and hot-rolled to a thickness of 9.5 mm (0.375 
in.) at 450OC. The purity level for the two ingots was determined by mass spectroscopy 
to be no greater than 99.96%. The resulting sheets were scaled and cold-rolled 50% and 
60% respectively. Tensile specimens were machined in one of three orientations, 
parallel, perpendicular, or 45' to the rolling direction. Specimen dimensions are identical 
to those obtained from KSL (Figure 11). 

All specimens were polished to a 15 pm grit size prior to any annealing and 
subsequent testing to minimize any macroscopic surface effect. Selected samples were 
polished further to a 0.05 pn grit size to facilitate the observation of slip relief patterns 
on the surface during testing. Because of the limited number of specimens procured from 
each LBL batch, all detailed microstructural analysis in this work was conducted on 
tensile specimens received from KSL. Larger rolling facilities available at Kobe Steel 
provided larger sheet sections from which multiple specimens were obtained. The larger 
sheet sections also provided better microstructural consistency from specimen to 
specimen. Results obtained from LBLl and LBL2 tensile specimens were limited to 
tensile test data only. 

KSL specimens were processed to provide a wide range of different grain 
structures. The four primary microstructures, as-received or unrecrystallized (URX), 
recovered (REC), partially recrystallized (PRX), and recrystallized (REX), were obtained 
by annealing tensile specimens at different temperatures for three hours followed by a 
furnace cool. Annealing temperatures for each condition are listed in Table I. A second 
recrystallization treatment was performed to produce a larger grain size. The annealing 
temperature for this microstructure is also shown in Table I. The macroscopic grain 
structure of KSL specimens for each condition was examined by optical microscopy. 
Optical samples were polished to 0.05 pm and etched using a 5% sodium hydroxide 
solution for 30 seconds followed by Keller's reagent (2.5% "03, 1.5% HCI, 0.5% HF 
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(40%), balance H20) for two to four minutes. Etched samples were examined on a 
Nikon Epiphot-TME. Grain and subgrain sizes for the various microstructures were 
determined by the Heyn lineal intercept method.200 Additional heat treatments were 
done to produce other microstructures to investigate trends indicated by these four 
microstructures. 

Testing 
All tensile testing was conducted at 77K (liquid nitrogen). This test temperature 

was chosen primarily to isolate the deformation mechanism of slip. Additionally, the 
lower test temperature avoided the higher strain rate sensitivity at room temperature 
which caused necking immediately after yielding in the unrecrystallized microstructure. 
The subsequent low elongations did not provide a sufficient deformation range for 
comparison with the other microstructures. 

All tensile tests were conducted in a servo-hydraulic testing machine equipped for 
cryogenic testing under displacement control. Displacement rates for each specimen 
were chosen to correspond to an engineering strain rate of approximately 10" per second 
within the plastic regime. Specimen elongation was monitored by a clip gauge inserted 
between pins screwed into the tensile specimen at the top and bottom of the gauge length. 
The pins were spring-loaded to prevent slippage due to the reduction in cross-sectional 
area during tensile deformation. The engineering strain rate was found to increase with 
increasing strain due to the deformation and work hardening of material outside the gage 
length. This phenomenon, however, is counteracted by the increase in the instantaneous 
gage length. The subsequent variations in the true strain rate were found to be less than 
five percent. At the relatively low strain rate of 104 per second, this variation is 
negligible. 

Engineering stress and strain data was collected via computer. The data were then 
converted to true stress and true strain values by assuming volume conservation during 
uniform elongation. The resulting true stress-true strain curve was approximated by a 
spline fit, from which the instantaneous work hardening rate, ddds,  was calculated. 
Work hardening curves are presented as a function of true stress so as to be comparable 

often used in order to eliminate strain, which is not a thermodynamic variable and cannot 
be used to describe the state of a given material, from the analysis. Such plots facilitate 
the separation and identification of various effects, both external and internal, on the 
structural development of work hardening for tensile specimens under various testing 
c0nditions.~5 The resolution of the strain measurements was 0.0002% strajn and the 
precision exhibited was 0.006% strain. Likewise, the resolution and precision of the load 
measurements were 0.075 and 0.3 pounds respectively. An error analysis based on these 
precisions revealed an average uncertainty in the calculated values of the work hardening 
rate of approximately 1.5%, seldom exceeding 3% for the entire plastic range. 

to data found in the literature.3O-32,62,64,67794,18O7189,192,19372O1-2O3 type of plot is 
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Transmission Electron Microscopy 
Transmission electron microscopy (TEM) was conducted on KSL tensile 

specimens both prior to and after straining in order to investigate the influence of the 
initial grain structure on the evolution and development of the dislocation substructure. 
TEM samples were prepared parallel to the rolling plane by mechanically grinding to 
0.13 mm (0.005 in.) and punching 3 mm discs. The discs were electropolished at 18-20 
volts using a double jet polishing technique at -30°C in a 4 1  mixture of methanol and 
nitric acid. All observations were conducted on a Philips 400 transmission electron 
microscope at an accelerating voltage of 100 kV. Dislocation substructures were 
examined by tilting samples to either the [Ool] or [Oi l ]  zone axis closest to the rolling 
plane normal. The [oil] zone axis was preferred since it is the only zone axis that 
provides two sets of (1 11) planes. However, for microstructures exhibiting a strong cube 
texture, the [OOl] zone axis was opted for to avoid high tilt angles. 



EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 
KSL Specimens 
Initial Mcrostructure 

Optical micrographs of the four primary microstructures analyzed in this study are 
shown in Figure 12. The elongated character of the unrecrystallized, recovered, and 
partially recrystallized structures are typical of rolled aluminum. The grain size of the 
recrystallized microstructure was measured to be 110 pm while the grain size of the 
recrystallized grains within the recrystallized regions of the partially recrystallized 
microstructure was measured to be about 30 to 40 pm. The grain size of the second 
recrystallized microstructure (not shown in Figure 12) was measured to be 185 pm. The 
observed homogeneity of features at the optical scale indicates a small deformation 
gradient through the thickness, of the original sheet material as well as a homogeneous 
heat treatment. This homogeneity is best demonstrated by the partially recrystallized 
microstructure which exhibits a relatively random distribution of recrystallized regions. 
Tensile Properties 

Engineering stress and strain properties obtained from the various microstructures 
tested in tension are listed in Table II. The decrease in strength with increasing annealing 
temperature is typical of pure metals. Higher temperatures increase the thermal 
activation of both vacancies and dislocations, the latter contributing to a greater incidence 
of mutual annihilations between dislocation segments of opposite signs. The subsequent 
decrease in the dislocation density results in a decrease in the yield strength. A Hall- 
Petch type analysis on the two recrystallized samples (Equation (41)) indicates a Hall- 
Petch slope of 0.05 MPaGwhich is consistent with other values reported by Han~enl3~,  
and Thompson, et al.148 (0.02-0.07). A comparison plot of the stress-strain curves for 
the two different grain sizes reveals a slightly increasing deviation between the flow 
stresses with increasing strain, indicating that the Hall-Petch slope is an increasing 
function of strain (Figure 13a). This is in contrast to the findings of a constant Hall-Petch 
slope reported by Hansenl38, and Al-Haidary, et al.1399140. Figure 13b, however, shows 
that the increasing Hall-Petch slope does not change the slope of the work hardening 
curve but instead shifts the curve along the stress axis. This trend is identical to the 
schematic illustrated in Figure 8 suggesting that the grain size alters only the 
"background" or "back" stress but does not change the evolution of the dislocation 
structure. The decrease in grain and subgrain size with decreasing annealing 
temperatures may account for some of the increase in strength within the recovered and 
unrecrystallized specimens although the difference in the characteristics of the grain 
boundary structures between the recovered and recrystallized specimens make a Hall- 
Petch type analysis between the two structures unreliable. 

One of the more interesting results is the occurrence of a peak in the elongation 
data. Increases in the elongation are typically observed for greater annealing 
temperatures and subsequent lower strengths. However, Table II shows that the 
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elongation peaks for the recovered microstructure and then decreases slowly with greater 
annealing temperatures. Then greater annealing treatments also produces a drop in the 
strength level to below 20 MPa. The slow decreasing trend in the elongation observed 
from the recovered to the recrystallized microstructure suggests that the grain structure 
associated with the recovered microstructure is more amenable to extensive deformation 
than a recrystallized structure. Measurements of the total elongation emphasize this peak 
in ductility, further corroborating the ease of extensive strain in the recovered 
microstructure. It has been hypothesized that this improved ductility may be due to the 
reduction in grain boundary misorientations.30731 The recrystallization process produces 
higher grain boundary misorientations which increase the difficulty of slip transmission 
from grain to grain. 
Tensile Behavior 

Examination of the failed samples reveals substantial necking prior to final 
failure. The large differences between the total and uniform elongation values attest to 
this. Cross-sectional areas at the final failure site of all specimens were less than 25% of 
the initial cross-sectional area and show failure by simple shear. Anisotropy is observed 
in the necked region due primarily to the geometry of the cross-section. The degree of 
this anisotropy tended to increase with lower annealing temperatures. This is most likely 
due to the retention of the rolled characteristics at the lower annealing temperatures. 
These characteristics were consistent for both KSL and LBL specimens. 

Figure 14 shows the plots of the work hardening rates as a function of true stress 
for the four different microstructures tested at 77K. Note that only the recrystallized 
microstructure exhibits a single line work hardening curve. The other three 
microstructures exhibit increasing degrees of deviation during the early stages of 
deformation with lower annealing temperatures. The unrecrystallized microstructure, 
which received no annealing treatment, exhibits the strongest bi-linear characteristic. The 
early deviation in the unrecrystallized microstructure occurs only within the first 6% 
strain. The latter regime, therefore comprises the bulk of the deformation process. The 
initial dip observed for the recovered and partially recrystallized microstructures is a 
result of either impurity segregation to dislocations or the existence of dislocation tangles 
which remain intact during the annealing treatment. Because of the low impurity levels, 
the latter is more probable. The fact that the recrystallized sample exhibits only a small 
dip also supports this reasoning. The peak in the elongation data for the recovered 
microstructure is matched by a minimum in the work hardening rate extrapolated to zero 
stress. The zero stress work hardening rate decreases from approximately 1600 MPa for 
the recrystallized microstructure to a minimum of 900 MPa for the recovered 
microstructure. For the unrecrystallized microstructure, the zero stress work hardening 
increases to just above 1000 MPa 

Extrapolation of the linear regimes of the various work hardening curves provides 
the work hardening parameters as described by the Kocks-Mecking model in Equation 
(20).627a Table III lists these parameters for the four KSL microstructures 
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slope associated with the latter regime can be seen to increase over two-fold from the 
recovered microstructure to the recrystallized microstructure. Table JII also indicates that 
the slope of the early regime for all three annealed microstructures is roughly the same 
value. This suggests that for these three microstructures, the early regime is a short 
transient resulting from a hysterisis effect and not a microstructural effect. 

Note that the initial work hardening rate associated with the latter deformation 
regime varies with the microstructure. The initial work hardening rate of 1720 MPa 
obtained for the recrystallized microstructure gives a ratio of 0.064 when divided by the 
shear modulus for pure aluminum (approximately 27000 MPa). This is consistent with 
the value of 0.06 determined empirically 'by Kocks for well-annealed pure FCC 
polycrystals.62 However, similar calculations for the partially recrystallized, and both 
recovered and unrecrystallized samples exhibit increasing deviations from Kocks' value, 
0.056 and 0.041 respectively. The lower values may be an indication of a texture effect. 
To check the possibility of a texture effect, Kocks' data is assumed to be obtained from a 
polygranular sample containing a completely random set of grain orientations (M E 3.06). 
Assuming that the deviations from the empirical value 0.06 are due to texture only, 
corrective Taylor factors for the microstructures used in this work can be calculated from 
Equation (40). Table N shows the results of these calculations. The minimum value of 
2.53 measured for the Taylor factor is within the range of values for deformation in FCC 
materials calculated by Chin.204 Consequently, the change in slope of the latter regime 
may be attributed to the difference in texture. However, further results to be discussed 
later, indicate that texture plays a much lesser role. 

An interesting point in the data is the overlap of the work hardening plots 
obtained from the unrecrystallized and recovered microstructures (Figure 14). This 
overlap can also be seen in Table III where the slope and saturation stress for the latter 
regime of both unrecrystallized and recovered microstructures are nearly identical. At 
stresses above approximately 200 MPa, both specimens follow similar deformation paths. 
Subsequently, both unrecrystallized and recovered samples achieve the same strength 
level. Differences in the mechanical properties between the two microstructures are 
therefore due to the work hardening behaviors of the two microstructures during the early 
stages of deformation. Corresponding stress-strain curves (Figure 15) indicate that the 
reduction of the first linear regime associated with the unrecrystallized microstructure 
results in an improved elongation as tabulated in Table II. 

Another point of interest is the stress-strain behavior of the partially recrystallized 
microstructure (Figure (15)). At low strains, the partially recrystallized microstructure 
parallels that of the recrystallized. Beyond approximately 15 percent strain, however, the 
.stress-strain curve of the partially recrystallized microstructure deviates from that of the 
recrystallized and begins to parallel the stress-strain curve of the recovered 
microstructure. This suggests that at low strains, the work hardening behavior of the 
partially recrystallized microstructure is dominated by mechanisms associated with the 
recrystallized region whereas at high strains, the dominant mechanism resides within the 
recovered regions. 
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The results discussed above establish the bi-linear character of the work hardening 
behavior in aluminum. For the unrecrystallized specimen, the change in slope that marks 
the shift from one deformation regime to another occurs at approximately 190 MPa This 
stress value corresponds to a true strain of 6.5%. Comparison of this value to the 
measured uniform and total elongations of 26.4% and 46% for the unrecrystallized 
microstructure indicates that the early deformation regime constitutes a substantial 
fraction of the deformation process. The extent of the early regime decreases with 
increasing annealing temperature; the recrystallized specimen exhibits essentially no 
early deviation in work hardening. The latter or fully plastic regime that follows the 
change in slope exhibits a flatter profile than the early regime. The actual slope 
associated with the fully plastic regime increases with increasing annealing temperature. 
A schematic summarizing these general observations is shown in Figure 16. Results of a 
TEiM investigation on the two deformation regimes are shown below. 
Deformed Microstructure - Latter or Fully Plastic Regime 

Figure 17 shows the recrystallized microstructure (110 pm grain size) prior to 
deformation. Diffraction pattern analysis indicates that the misorientations of the grains 
are greater than 10'. Upon deformation, a relatively well defined cell structure forms as 
shown in Figure 18. Figure 19 shows that the cell structure tends to be elongated in the 
direction of greatest shear, 45" from the loading direction. Actual measured angles varied 
between 30" and 60' from specimen to specimen. Schmitt has also observed a similar 
variation about 45' in the angle between the loading direction and primary direction of 
dislocation cells in copper. Figure 20 shows that the cell boundaries are perpendicular 
to both the [I 111 and [200] directions. The aspect ratio of the dislocation cells also varied 
from grain to grain. Figure 21 shows an extreme case in which the dislocation cells 
exhibit a symmetrical square configuration. This is most likely due to the chance 
orientation of the particular grains such that two major slip systems are activated 
simultaneously. Note also the sharpness of the grain boundary in Figure 21, suggesting 
that the grain boundary has little influence on the deformation process and the evolution 
of the dislocation cell structure. 

Figures 22 and 23 show the recovered microstructure prior to deformation at two 
different magnifications. Unlike the recrystallized microstructure, the recovered 
microstructure contains a well-developed subgrain morphology. The average subgrain 
size was measured to be 2.2 pm. Diffraction analysis reveals that the misorientation 
between adjacent subgrains is on the order of a few degrees (Figure 24). Some evidence 
of a residual dislocation substructure, as shown in Figures 25 and 26, indicates a slightly 
less than fully recovered microstructure. Figure 27 shows the recovered microstructure 
after straining into the fully plastic regime. Unlike the cellular dislocation structure 
found in the recrystallized microstructure, the dislocation arrangement within the 
recovered microstructure upon a large deformation is observed to be much more random. 
Although there appears to be a tendency for dislocations to accumulate at the subgrain 
boundaries, as highlighted in Figures 28 and 29, there are some regions in which the 
dislocation density is relatively homogeneous. Figures 30 and 31 show the same two 
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features within the unrecrystallized microstructure after deformation to the same stress 
level. 

Results from a slip relief study on a pre-polished partially recrystallized specimen 
are shown in Figure 32. Although slip is observed to occur in both the recrystallized and 
recovered regions, the unrecrystallized region exhibits a greater degree of roughening. 
This roughening increases in intensity with further straining. Earlier work has shown this 
out-of-plane rotation to be associated with both lower test temperature in the aluminum- 
copper-lithium alloys 2090.329205 This result led to the hypothesis that the out-of-plane 
rotation was an additional deformation mechanism. The current results obtained from 
pure aluminum indicate that in addition to the lower test temperature, an appropriate 
microstructure must also be present in order for out-of-plane rotation to be observed. 
Deformed Microstructure - Early Regime 

Figure 33 shows the unrecrystallized microstructure prior to deformation. The 
initial microstructure exhibits a mixture of subgrain boundaries and a pre-existing 
dislocation substructure typical of cold-rolling. The dislocation substructure, in general, 
consists of dislocation bands running roughly parallel to one another. Bay, Hansen and 
coworkers have conducted extensive microscopy studies on the microstructure of pure 
aluminum after rolIing.56J5-76Jg Their description consists of a structural hierarchy in 
which individual dislocation cells are grouped into cell blocks. These cell blocks are 
themselves separated by dense dislocation walls and microbands. A comparison of the 
microstructure observed by Bay, Hansen, and coworkers, with the unrecrystallized 
microstructure in this work shows general similarities. The one prominent difference 
observable is the presence of wide dislocation walls in this work. These walls measure 
up to approximately 0.5 pm in width. One cause of this may be the difference in 
specimen orientation. TEM specimens in this study are oriented parallel to the plane of 
the rolled sheet, whereas Bay, Hansen, and coworkers, use specimens perpendicular to 
the width of the sheet (Figure 34). However, a more likely reason for the slight 
difference in rolled structure is the greater purity aluminum (99.996%) used in the work 
of Bay, Hansen, and coworkers>6~75776779 Compared to the 99.94% purity aluminum 
used in this work, 99.996% represents over a 90% decrease in the impurity concentration. 
The greater @purity concentration may increase the likelihood of the interaction between 
a mobile dislocation and a dispersoid. The subsequent dislocation tangles then act as 
barriers to dislocation glide promoting the growth of extensive dislocation walls. A 
diffraction analysis reveals that the wide dislocation walls consist of dislocations of 
different systems (Figure 35). 

Upon a light tensile straining into the early deformation regime, the dislocation 
substructure of the unrecrystallized microstructure is found to be of lesser strength 
(Figure 36). The overall appearance of the lightly deformed structure is comparatively 
cleaner than before deformation (Figures 33 and 35). Gaps in the dislocation bands as 
well as the decreased width of the dislocation walls themselves suggest that the pre- 
existing dislocation substructure dissolves upon deformation. A similar dissolution of the 
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pre-existing dislocation structure is also observed in low carbon steel. Gracio finds that 
the dislocation structure created during prestraining tends to evolve into one characteristic 
of the new loading condition.168 This dissolution and rearrangement of the dislocation 
substructure occur during a short transient in the work hardening behavior after reloading. 
Schmitt and coworkers find a similar example in copper.193 Further deformation beyond 
the early deformation regime eliminates the existence of this extensive dislocation 
structure altogether. 

In contrast to the unrecrystallized microstructure, the recovered microstructure is 
nearly absent of any internal dislocation substructure prior to deformation (Figures 22 
through 26). Although there is evidence of a slight residual dislocation substructure, as 
documented in Figures 25 and 26, the microstructure is much cleaner compared to the 
unrecrystallized condition (Figures 33 and 35). Comparison of the unrecrystallized and 
recovered structure also indicates a tightening of the subgrain boundaries as well as a 
slight coarsening of the subgrains during the low temperature annealing treatment. 
However, no major modification of the texture is expected. Figure 37 shows the 
recovered microstructure after deformation to the same stress level as the deformed 
unrecrystallized microstructure in Figure 36. In contrast to Figures 22 through 26, a 
dislocation substructure is now apparent. The large amount of strain contrast near the 
subgrain boundaries indicates that most of the dislocation activity is generated at the 
subgrain boundaries. This is reasonable because of the absence of an internal structure 
within the subgrain Such dislocation generation can be seen in Figures 37 through 39. 
Figure 38 demonstrates the general randomness of the dislocation substructure along with 
the beginnings of a dislocation network A two-beam diffraction analysis shows that the 
dislocation tangles within the subgrains are composed of dislocations generated from 
neighboring sides of the same subgrain (Figure 39). Further deformation produces a high 
density of forest dislocations that dominates the deformation process (Figures 27 through 
29). 

LBL Specimens 
Tensile Properiies: LBLl specimens 

The task of the f i s t  LBL batch was to address the issue of texture in both the 
recrystallized and unrecrystallized microstructure. Engineering stress and strain 
properties obtained from LBLl specimens are listed in Table V. For both the 
recrystallized and unrecrystallized microstructures, orientations were chosen to achieve 
the greatest degree of texture difference relative to the rolling direction. For the 
recrystallized structure, which contains a strong cube texture, this requires specimens 
machined 45' from the rolling direction whereas for the unrecrystallized, the greater 
texture difference is achieved with specimens oriented 90' from the rolling direction. A 
comparison of the mechanical properties with those of the KSL samples (Table n) reveals 
a drop in the strength level along with a corresponding increase in the elongations. For 
the unrecrystallized microstructure, this drop in strength and corresponding increase in 
elongation occurs despite the increased amount of cold-work introduced in the LBLl 
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specimens (50% cold rolling compared to 40% for KSL samples), indicating a strong 
sensitivity of the mechanical properties to the overall purity of the aluminum. A similar 
tradeoff between LBLl and KSL specimens in the recrystallized condition can also be 
attributed to this impurity effect. 

The increase in both yield and ultimate strengths associated with the off-angle test 
orientations is an expected effect of texture. For both microstructures, the increase in 
strength level is accompanied by a decrease in the uniform elongation. Both these effects 
may be attributed to the increase in the Taylor factor as shown by Equation (39). 
Assuming that the differences in properties are due to texture only, a ratio of the Taylor 
factors for the different orientations can be calculated by taking the ratio of yield 
strengths. For the recrystallized microstructure this produces a ratio of 1.06 relative to 
the yield strength parallel to the rolling direction. This ratio is sustained at the ultimate 
strengths, decreasing only slightly to a value of 1.04 when considering the true stresses at 
the necking point, CY,, which can be calculated by the equation, 

G, = s, (1 + e,) (45) 
where s, is the engineering ultimate strength, and e, is the elongation at the ultimate 
strength. The greater than one ratio is reasonable considering the relatively s.tronger cube 
texture features, (100)[001], typically observed with annealed aluminum microstructures. 
For the cube orientation, the tensile axis associated with the 45" specimens will be 
parallel to the [Ol 11 direction which by the calculations of Chin is a harder orientation.2m 
The near unity value attests to the near random set of orientations achieved during the 
annealing process. On the other hand, a similar calculation for the unrecrystallized 
microstructure produces values of 1.08 at yield and 0.97 at necking. The lack of 
consistency in this ratio suggests that texture is not the only significant factor in the more 
complex microstructure. 
Tensile Behavior: LBLl specimens 

Figure 40a shows the plots of the work hardening rates as a function of true stress 
for the recrystallized microstructure at 77 K for the two orientations, 0" and 45" from the 
rolling direction. Assuming that the ratio of Taylor factors associated with the different 
orientations is similar to the ratio of yield strengths (-1-05), the plot for the 45" specimen 
can be recalculated using Equations (39) and (40). The result, shown in Figure 40b, 
reveals a very good fit between the two curves within the bulk of the work hardening 
plot. The overlapping work hardening curves in Figure 40b suggest that for the 
recrystallized microstructure, texture is a dominant factor in determining the overall 
shape of the work hardening curve. 

A similar plot of the work hardening curves for the unrecrystallized 
microstructures for the two orientations, 0" and 90°, reveals a contrasting response 
(Figure 41). Both orientations exhibit bi-linear work hardening curves similar in 
character to those of the KSL unrecrystallized microstructure. Unlike the work hardening 
plot obtained for the recrystallized specimens, the two orientations of the unrecrystallized 
microstructure are not completely parallel. As shown in Figure 41a, the 90" specimen 
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exhibits a steeper drop during the early work hardening regime relative to the 0" 
specimen. The near overlap of the work hardening curves associated with the two 
different orientations of the LBLl unrecrystallized microstructure at large stresses is 
analogous to the KSL unrecrystallized and recovered microstructures. At stresses above 
approximately 150 MPa, both orientations follow similar deformation paths and 
subsequently reach approximately the same strength level. Similar to the KSL recovered 
microstructure, the lower work hardening rate associated with the 0' oriented specimen 
during the early regime results in a greater ductility relative to the 90" oriented specimen. 
Unlike the recrystallized microstructure, applying Equations (39) and (40) to the two 
curves in Figure 41a does not bring the two curves into coincidence, but rather causes the 
two curves to diverge, corroborating the earlier result that texture is not the only 
significant factor in the more complex microstructure. 

Tensile Properties: LBL2 specimens 
The results shown in Figure 41 raise a number of interesting issues. In particular, 

the near overlap of the 0' and 90" work hardening curve at high strains suggests that 
orientation is not a significant factor in the fully plastic regime. The task of the second 
LBL batch was to further investigate the bi-linear characteristics observed in the work 
hardening curves of the unrecrystallized microstructure. These tests are in essence 
interrupted deformation tests similar to those conducted by previous i n ~ e s t i g a t o r s . l 6 ~ - ~ ~ ~  
Schmitt and coworkers have defined the parameter a, which is the inner product of the 
unit strain tensors involved.163 The inner product, a, ranges from 1 to -1, the latter value 
of -1 representing a Bauschinger test. If we assume the initial rolling of the aluminum 
sheet is done in plane strain, then by definition, the unrecrystallized specimen represents 
an a of 0.87 which Rauch refers to as a pseudo-continuous test.194 

Engineering stress and strain properties obtained from LBL2 specimens are listed 
in Table VI. Yield strength values for the 0" and 90' orientations are higher by 
approximately 12% for comparable orientations of the LBLl specimens. This can be 
attributed to the greater amount of cold rolling experienced by the LBL2 sheet 
(approximately 60% cold reduction). Lower yield and ultimate strengths are measured at 
45" from the rolling direction. This in-plane anisotropy is typical in rolled aluminum. A 
similar drop in the strength at 45" is also observed in the aluminum-copper-lithium alloy 
2090.4949 Variations in strength as large as 15% have been reported.& In comparison, 
the variation in strengths for the LBL2 samples is only about 10%. The greater in-plane 
anisotropy obtained in the 2090 alloy is believed to be due to the heterogeneous 
nucleation of the plate precipitate Ti, along favored { 11 1 } planes.2Mr207 A non-uniform 
distribution of these precipitates with respect to the four { 11 1 } variants results, which 
dictates the dependence of the strength with specimen orientation. 
Tensile Behavior: LBL2 specimens 

Figure 42 shows the work hardening curves for the three orientations in the 
unrecrystallized condition. Similar to the LBLl samples, both the longitudinal and long- 
transverse orientations exhibit a bi-linear work hardening curve. Unlike the LBLl 
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samples, however, the two work hardening curves associated with the fully plastic regime 
do not overlap, but instead, exhibit a large shift. Nonetheless, the slope appears to be 
roughly constant for both 0" and 90" orientations. Table VII lists the measured work 
hardening parameters as described by the Koch-Mecking model in Equation (20) for the 
LBL specimens. Note that except for the 45" orientation, the slopes of the latter regime 
for all LBL specimens are all on the same order as that obtained for the KSL 
unrecrystallized microstructure. In contrast to the 0" and 90" orientations, the work 
hardening curve obtained for the unrecrystallized specimens pulled at 45" from the 
rolling direction suggests that the latter deformation regime is never fully achieved. 

The 90" orientation exhibits an increase in the early regime slope compared to the 
0" orientation. This can be observed in Figure 42 as well as the measured values listed in 
Table VII. The increase in slope for the 90" orientation corroborates similar observations 
in the LBLl specimens. Comparing the two LBL batches, however, the early regime 
slope measured for the LBL2 batch in both 0" and 90" orientations is greater than those 
measured for the LBLl batch. This may be the result of the greater amount of cold 
rolling experienced by the LBL2 batch (60%) versus the LBLl batch (50%). In addition, 
the early regime slopes of the 0" orientations are both less than the early regime slope 
measured for the KSL unrecrystallized specimen suggesting that the purity level of the 
material may also be important. A slight increase in slope between 0" and 90" 
orientations can also be seen in the latter regime slopes. However, because of the already 
low values, around 3 and 4, the difference in the latter regime slopes is less noticeable 
(Figure 42). 

Comparing the two LBL batches, the early regime slope measured for the LBL2 
batch in both Oo and 90" orientations is greater than those measured for the LBLl batch. 
This may be the result of the greater ayount of cold rolling experienced by the LBL2 
batch (60%) versus the LBLl batch (50%). In addition, the early regime slopes of the 0" 
orientations are both less than the early regime slope measured for the KSL 
unrecrystallized specimen suggesting that the purity level of the material may also be 
important. 

Additional Tests and Results 
Reannealed Specimens 

Further tests on MSL samples were conducted in order to shed additional light on 
some of the more obvious questions produced by the results obtained. The first such 
question is the surprising consistency in the value of the slopes measured for the latter 
regimes of the recovered and unrecrystallized specimens. The above results suggest that 
the orientation of the subgrains is inconsequential to the work hardening process. In 
order to further document this finding, a recrystallized specimen was pulled to 
approximately 25% engineering strain and then reannealed at 225°C to recover the 
cellular structure into subgrains. This deformation routine differs from the recovered 
specimen which receives a 40% rolling prior to the recovery process and thus produces a 
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different subgrain morphology. Figure 43 shows a schematic demonstrating this 
difference. 

The primary difference between the reannealed and recovered microstructures is 
the texture or distribution of subgrain orientations. Since the dislocation cells which form 
within the recrystallized microstructure are related to the original orientation of the grain, 
the resulting reannealed microstructure consists of colonies of closely oriented subgrains. 
The size of the colonies is necessarily on the order of the original grain size. The 
colonies themselves, however, are randomly oriented. Figure 44 shows the effect of this 
reannealing process near a grain boundary. Subgrains within the same grain are close in 
orientation, but exhibit a high degree of misorientation with subgrains in the adjacent 
grain. Note also that the subgrains are oriented about the [Ool] zone axis which is 
consistent with the cube texture typically observed in a recrystallized microstructure. The 
subgrain size was measured to be approximately 1.9 p. As shown earlier, the recovered 
microstructure exhibits subgrains that are similarly oriented (Figures 22 through 26). 
Comparison between the two microstructures reveals that the reannealed sample contains 
less well-defined subgrains, the subgrain boydaries in many cases appearing like dense 
dislocation walls (Figures 45 and 46). Remnants of the cellular structure can also be 
seen. This lack of a complete recovery process is due to the lower amount of initial 
deformation (25% tension) incurred by the reannealed sample compared to the recovered 
sample (40% rolling). The smaller amount of deformation hinders the recovery process 
which relies on a high dislocation density. 

Figure 47 shows the work hardening curves for the microstructures concerned. A 
comparison of the curves reveals that the reannealed specimen does not evolve back to 
the original recrystallized deformation path, in contrast to the recovered specimen which 
eventually overlaps the work hardening curve of the unrecrystallized specimen. More 
surprisingly, the slope of the latter regime measured for the reannealed sample is 
comparable to the slope exhibited by the recovered and unrecrystallized microstructures. 
A slope analysis shown in Table VIII shows this drop. The reannealing of the 
recrystallized microstructure causes K2 of the latter regime to decrease significantly. The 
value of 3.95 measured for the reannealed microstructure approaches the value obtained 
for the recovered microstructure. Figures 48 and 49 show that the change in slope 
between the latter regimes of the recrystallized and reannealed structures is accompanied 
by a loss in the cellular dislocation substructure. The cellular dislocation substructure is 
replaced by one similar in features as that observed for the recovered and unrecrystallized 
microstructure (Figures 27 through 31), although the tendency for the dislocations to 
accumulate at the subgrain boundaries is stronger for the reannealed microstructure. 
Pre-Compressed Specimens 

Whereas the above tests on reannealed specimens establish the dominance of the 
subgrain within the latter deformation regime, a second set of tests was conducted to 
establish the dominance of a pre-existing dislocation density on the early deformation 
regime. Recrystallized tensile specimens were lightly compressed along the thickness 
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direction at room temperature prior to a tensile deformation. Figure 50 shows a 
schematic of the deformation path. The purpose of this compression is to introduce a 
dilute dislocation substructure which is different from the tensile direction. This is in 
essence a two-strain path deformation. Compared to the unrecrystallized specimens 
which undergo a rolling procedure prior to a tensile deformation, the compression 
represents a more drastic change in strain path. Schmitt and coworkers have defined the 
parameter, a, as the dot product between the two unit strain vectors describing the strain 
path before and after a path change.164 A value of 1 represents a continuous test with no 
change in strain path, which values of 0 and -1 represent orthogonal and stress reversals 
respectively. The value of a calculated for the pre-compressed specimen is -0.17 which 
is significantly different from the value of 0.87 for the KSL unrecrystallized specimens. 

Table IX shows the tensile properties obtained for the pre-compressed 
recrystallized specimen after a 3% compression along with those obtained by the 
recrystallized specimen for comparison. The increase in the yield strength indicates the 
strengthening effect of the dislocation substructure introduced during the pre- 
compression. The corresponding increase in the elongation is somewhat surprising, 
although this may be the result of the negative a value which indicates a slight stress 
reversal. Figure 51 shows the work hardening curves for the pre-compressed 
recrystallized specimen along with that of the recrystallized microstructure. The most 
outstanding feature is the near parallel nature of the curves in the fully plastic 
deformation regime. Measurements of the latter regime slopes reveal similar values for 
K2 (Table X). In addition, the pre-compressed specimen exhibits a drop to lower work 
hardening rates. This drop in the work hardening rate along with the increase in the yield 
strength is typical of a positive transient, as described by Doucet and coworkers168-170. 
The near parallel behaviors of the two fully plastic regimes suggest that the pre-existent 
dislocation substructure does not influence the development of the deformed 
microstructure but does influence the stress level required for the development. 

Near the necking criterion, the work hardening curve associated with the pre- 
compressed recrystallized microstructure bends again and meets up with the curve 
obtained for the recrystallized microstructure. This may signify that the deformation 
structure becomes identical at very high stresses. However, because of the proximity of 
this effect to the necking criterion, it is believed that this overlap is a geometric effect and 
is mostly coincidental. Furthermore, if it is assumed that the two curves do join, one may 
expect that the elongation after necking would be identical for the two microstructures. 
Table M shows that this is not the case. 

Another important feature to note is the short early deformation regime that 
precedes the fully plastic regime for the pre-compressed microstructure. Stress-strain 
data shows that the early regime extends 2% which is comparable to the 3% pre- 
compression. This suggests that the early regime is directly associated with the 
dislocation substructure produced by the pre-compression. Table X lists the slope of this 
early regime. Compared to the slopes of the early regimes measured for the 
unrecrystallized specimens (Tables 111, VI, and VII), the early slope for the pre- 
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compressed specimen is significantly greater. This may be due in part to the drastic 
change in strain path experienced by the pre-compressed specimen. 

Specimens containing a recovered microstructure were also pre-compressed for 
comparison. Table XI shows the tensile properties of the recovered microstructure after a 
3% compression along with those obtained from the recovered microstructure. The 
increase in the yield strength is significantly less than that observed between the pre- 
compressed recrystallized and recrystallized microstructures. This is an indication of the 
lower early work hardening rate measured for the recovered microstructure. Figure 52 
shows the work hardening curves for both recovered and pre-compressed recovered 
microstructures. In contrast to the pre-compressed recrystallized microstructure (Figure 
51), the pre-compressed recovered microstructure exhibits a work hardening curve that 
follows along the original work hardening curve exhibited by the recovered specimen. 
Table XII shows that the work hardening parameters for the two microstructures are 
nearly identical. This overlap indicates that the pre-existent dislocation substructure in 
the recovered microstructure influences neither the development of the deformed 
microstructure nor the stress level required for the evolution of the deformed structure. 
The influence of the slight drop in the early work hardening rate determined for the pre- 
compressed recovered microstructure leads to the slightly higher uniform elongation 
value (Table XI). 



DISCUSSION 
Work Hardening Behavior 

The most outstanding result obtained from this work is the existence of two 
distinct and separable deformation regimes. These deformation regimes are 
distinguishable from one another by their different slopes when plotting the work 
hardening rate versus true stress. Although the difference in slopes does not necessarily 
indicate a change in the deformation mechanism, it does indicate a change in the manner 
by which deformation evolves. Furthermore, the results indicate that each deformation 
regime is associated with a different structural feature. 
Latter or Fully Plastic Regime 

The evidence indicates that the latter, or fully plastic, regime is associated with 
the formation of a cellular dislocation substructure. When a dislocation cell structure 
develops, as is observed upon the deformation of a well-annealed structure (Figures 18 
through 21), a relatively rapid drop in the work hardening curve results (Table 111 and 
IV). The mutual occurrence of a cellular structure and this rapid drop in the work 
hardening rate is not surprising. There is considerable evidence indicating the tendency 
to form a cellular dislocation structure with increasing temperature. Conse&ently, it is 
believed that the formation of a cellular dislocation structure is a result of dynamic 
recovery mechanisms which allow the reduction of the elastic strain energy during large 
deformations.72,80.82,91,199,208 Studies show that the dislocation walls are sites for 
dislocation dipoles. These dislocation dipoles are characterized by dislocations on 
opposite sides of the dislocation cell wall being on the same slip system but of opposite 
sign-7OJ86-189-192  his allows the mutual annihilation of dislocations to occur readily 
and thus results in a relatively large recovery rate. According to the Kocks-Mecking 
model (Equation 20), this produces a steep slope.62v@r68 

The greater dynamic recovery rate may also be due to the reduction in the number 
of active slip planes. Bay, Hansen and coworkers have shown that the formation of a 
cellular dislocation substructure results from the fragmentation of the initial 
microstructure into cell blocks.56~76~79 These cell blocks are further subdivided into 
dislocation cells. The key element in this fragmentation model is that Taylor's 
requirement of five slip systems during deformation is satisfied collectively by adjacent 
cell blocks and not by each cell block individually. Therefore, for any given region, the 
number of slip systems is generally smaller than five as suggested by Taylor's modelg7. 
This reduction in the number of slip systems activated within each individual cell block 
also acts to increase the dynamic recovery rate. It is evident from the results of this work 
that the formation of a cellular dislocation substructure requires an initially well-annealed 
microstructure. In order to maintain a minimum number of slip systems, the number of 
obstacles to dislocation glide must be kept to a minimum. If numerous enough, these 
obstacles would create complex strain fields which would require Taylor's five slip 
systems in order to maintain strain compatibility. The near elimination of obstacles is 
accomplished in pure single crystals as well as well-annealed polycrystals. 
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It is not surprising that the introduction of subgrains hinders the formation of a 
cellular dislocation substructure (Figures 27 through 31). This cellular dislocation 
structure, described by Kuhlmann-Wilsdorf as a low energy dislocation 
~tructure72~80~82~91, must give way to one in which maintaining strain compatibility 
between subgrains becomes a significant factor. Koch has noted a similar hindrance of a 
cellular dislocation structure near grain boundaries due to grain boundary stresses.100 A 
model to be presented below indicates that approximately half of the dislocations 
generated in the recovered microstructure is absorbed by the subgrain boundaries. This 
appears to be a reasonable value. The large fraction of dislocations that accumulate at the 
subgrain boundaries produces a greater degree of out-of-plane rotation as observed in the 
slip relief study (Figure 32). The need to maintain strain compatibility between subgrains 
requires that all of Taylor's five slip systems be activated. This increase in the number of 
slip systems over the number necessary for cell formation increases the difficulty of 
dynamic recovery and results in a work hardening curve of flatter profile. This concept is 
shown schematically in Figure 53. 

By far the most surprising result is the relative consistency in the value of the 
slope associated with the latter or fully plastic regime. Tables III, VII, and Vm show that 
the slope measured for the recovered, reannealed, and unrecrystallized microstructures 
vary between 3 and 4. This consistency spans both KSL and LBL specimens as well as 
both 0" and 90" specimens for the unrecrystallized microstructure. The latter result 
suggests that the orientation of the subgrains does not affect the slope of the work 
hardening curve in the large strain regime. Strong evidence for this is also supplied by a 
comparison of the recovered and reannealed samples (Figure 47). However, the various 
fully plastic regimes do not completely overlap for the spectrum of subgrain-bearing 
microstructures tested in this study. Despite the consistency in slope, the fully plastic 
regime exhibits a shift along the stress axis. One source of this shift is the purity level. 
The work hardening curves associated with the LBL specimens (e 99.96% purity) are 
shifted to lower stresses relative to KSL specimens (< 99.94% purity) (Tables III, VII, 
and VIII). Another possible source is the subgrain size. However, this study reveals no 
such connection between the stress shift and subgrain size. LBL2 unrecrystallized 
specimens exhibit considerable shifts along the stress axis despite the absence of any 
modification to the subgrain structure. 

The lack of correlation between the subgrain size and the position of the work 
hardening curve relative to the stress axis suggests that the work hardening curve is not 
influenced by the stress level at which deformation is taking place. In olher words, the 
microstructure responds to an applied str& regardless of the stress level required for that 
strain to be accommodated. This response differs depending on the particular 
microstructure. In the case of the recrystallized grain structure, a cellular dislocation 
substructure is observed. The introduction of a subgrain structure, however, hinders this 
cellular formation and deformation is now forced to be accommodated by a different 
mechanism. This alternative mechanism results in a dislocation substructure which is 
less well-defined than that observed for the recrystallized structure (Figures 18 through 
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21), which in turn, results in a different work hardening slope (Figure 14). Therefore, the 
subgrain structure only determines the path which the deformation must follow. It does 
not, however, influence the rate at which that deformation path is followed. The absence 
of an orientation effect in those microstructures containing subgrains further suggest that 
this alternative deformation path is not sensitive to the orientation distribution of the 
subgrains. 

This reasoning does not necessarily rule out the influence of the subgrain structure 
on the stress level at which this deformation occurs. The specific characteristics of the 
subgrains may still change what has been termed by Kocks, Argon, and Ashby, as the 
"deformation resistance'I.24 By definition, this deformation resistance is a macroscopic 
measure that describes the change in free energy of a material as it is being deformed. It 
is conceivable that this quantity is dependent on the specific characteristics of the 
subgrain structure. 
Early Regime 

The existence of an early deformation regime can be seen in all microstructures 
tested in this study. Stress-strain data shows that this early regime extends the first 2% of 
true strain for the recrystallized microstructure to as much as the first 7% of true strain for 
the reannealed microstructure. Table I11 shows that for the three annealed 
microstructures, recrystallized, partially recrystallized, and recovered microstructures, the 
value of K2 in the early regime remains relatively constant, ranging in value between 11 
and 12. This consistency despite drastically different microstructures suggests that this 
early regime is an unavoidable geometric or hysterisis effect. This type of early transition 
can be observed in tests in which a specimen is deformed in tension after which, the load 
is released. Upon reloading, the yield stress is often found to be lower than the flow 
stress prior to the initial unloading. 

In contrast to the consistency detailed above, the KSL unrecrystallized 
microstructure exhibits a much greater slope (K2 = 14.5) in the early regime. The results 
documented for the KSL unrecrystallized microstructure in Figures 14, 33, and 35 
through 39, indicate that this higher K2 value is a consequence of the residual dislocation 
substructure left by the previous straining. It is somewhat surprising that this pre-existent 
dislocation substructure has such a dramatic influence on the work hardening behavior. 
For the majority of specimens tested in this work, the initial dislocation substructure is 
obtained from cold rolling. Tensile tests are then conducted in the direction parallel to 
this rolling. This sequence of deformation paths yields an a of 0.87, where a is the dot 
product of the successive strain tensors as defined by Schmitt, Aernoudt, and 
Baudelet.164 Since an a value of unity represents a continuous deformation path, the 
relatively high value of 0.87 indicates a relatively small change in strain path for the 
unrecrystallized specimens. Despite this small change in strain path, however, a 25% 
increase in the early regime slope is measured for the unrecrystallized microstructure 
relative to the annealed microstructures (Table m>. 
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Relative to the 0" orientation, unrecrystallized specimens tested in both the 45" 
and 90" orientations exhibit a greater slope. This is expected given the more drastic 
change in strain path (a = 0.70 and 0.0 respectively). This increase in the early regime 
slope with a change in orientation suggests an orientation effect on the dynamic recovery 
rate, K2. A similar effect has been observed in copper by Schmitt and coworkers.193 
Exposing copper sheets under sequential tensile stresses, they showed that reloading in a 
new direction causes the activation of previously inactive slip systems. The interaction of 
the mobile dislocation associated with the new slip systems with the pre-existent 
dislocation network promotes the dissolution of the previous dislocation arrangement 
thus producing an increase in the dynamic recovery rate during the work hardening 
transient. 

Another source for the difference in the early regime slopes is the difference in 
texture. Table VI shows that the 90" orientation exhibits a greater yield strength than the 
0" orientation. Comparison of the yield strengths reveals a 9% increase between the 0" 
and 90" orientation. From Equation (39), this increase can be assumed to be the same 
between Taylor factors for the two orientations. Table VII, however, shows that the 
value of K2 exhibits an increase between the 0" and 90" orientations of well over 25%. 
Consequently, if texture does play a role in the early deformation regimej it is not the 
dominating factor. 

The lack of a strong bi-linear work hardening curve for the LBL unrecrystallized 
specimens tested at 45" suggests that the pre-existent dislocation network has a 
substantial influence on the deformation behavior well into the fully plastic regime. 
Table VI  reveals that a change in slope between the early and latter regimes does exist for 
the 45" orientation. However, this change in slope is much less than that measured for 
the other two orientations. In their work on copper sheets under sequential tensile 
stresses, Schmitt and coworkers showed that the number of new slip systems activated 
upon reloading reached a maximum when the new loading direction was 45" from the 
initial loading direction.193 Inversely, this states that the dislocation network created 
during the rolling process are unfavorably oriented for further deformation at 45". It is 
likely that this unfavorable orientation prevents a rapid dissolution of the pre-existent 
dislocation substructure. 

Implications to Work Hardening Models 
The results obtained in this study indicate a constitutive law describing the plastic 

deformation of aluminum requires more than one structural variable. This is in contrast 
to the work hardening models of both Kocks and Mecking as well as Kuhlmann- 
Wilsdorf.62@~71780 In addition, the different slopes in the work hardening rate versus 
stress obtained for the recrystallized and recovered microstructures indicate that at least 
one additional structural variable is not isolated to early strains but significantly affects 
the overall deformation process. In this section, an attempt is made to resolve these 
additional variables through modifications of the existing work hardening models. 
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Koch-Mecking Model 

The Kocks-Meckung model was first developed from experiments on well- 
annealed pure metals.62764 In its basic form, the model indicates that the slope of the 
work hardening curve within the fully plastic regime is a constant, dependent only on the 
external variables of temperature and strain rate. The evidence acquired in this study, 
however, indicates that this conclusion is not general to all microstructures. As discussed 
previously, the reason for this change in slope is intimately related to the manner by 
which the dislocation substructure evolves during the deformation process. The work 
hardening curves obtained for the recrystallized and recovered microstructures provide 
the best example of this change in the deformation process. The parameters associated 
with Equation (20), Oo and K2, are significantly different between the recrystallized and 
recovered structures. 

A modified work hardening model based on the Kocks-Mecking model, can be 
constructed to account for the difference in the defoimation process. The model 
considers only the recrystallized and recovered microstructures as these represent the 
cleanest microstructures, being nearly absent of any structures within the interior of the 
grains and subgrains respectively. The modification proposed considers the existence of 
subgrains. Following the concept of Ashby, the dislocation density is separated into 
those which are statistical and those which are geometrically necessary.96 Equation (17), 
which describes the dislocation storage rate, then becomes, 

where the subscripts, s and g, represent the statistical and geometric dislocations 
respectively. The storage rate of the geometric dislocations can be assumed to be reliant 
only on some characteristic dimension associated with the subgrains, for example, the 
subgrain size. Following Equation (12), the third term on the right hand side therefore 
becomes, 

where hg is this characteristic dimension. The last term on the right hand side represents 
the dynamic recovery rate of the geometric dislocations. In this model, the geometric 
dislocations that accumulate at the subgrain boundaries are assumed to be incorporated 
into the subgrain boundaries and therefore do not undergo a mutual annihilation with one 
another. The last term on the right hand side can therefore be eliminated. The resulting 
dislocation storage rate then becomes, 

Note that this is different from the modified Kocks-Mecking model proposed by Estrin 
and Mecking in Equation (34). Whereas the dislocation storage rate derived by Estrin 
and Mecking remains a constant, Equation (48) assumes two sources for the dislocation 
storage rate. Consequently, the interior of the subgrains is allowed to develop as first 
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assumed by Kocks. The subgrain structure simply adds additional sinks for the mobile 
dislocations. 

Combining Equations (48) with the derivative of Equation (6) results in a 
modified work hardening equation, 

(49) 
Letting fs represent the fraction of statistical dislocations, pdp, Equation (49) reduce 

where 8, and K2 are defined in Equations (18) and (19) and < is equal to the constant 
(aGb)2k3/2. 

When the microstructure is well-annealed, as in the recrystallized microstructure, 
the fraction fs is assumed to be near Unity. In addition, the large grain sizes typical of a 
well-annealed microstructure result in a large hg value. The last term therefore reduces to 
zero and subsequently, Equation (50) reduces to Equation (19), the original Kocks- 
Mecking equation. The results obtained for the recrystallized KSL specimen (Table m>, 
provides values of 1720 MPa and 8.55 for the initial work hardening rate 0, and K2 
respectively. For the recovered specimen hg is comparable to the subgrain size and hence 
is not an insignificant quantity. However, as a first approximation, this last term on the 
right hand side can still be approximated to be near zero when the stress is high as it is 
within the latter or fully plastic regime. Additionally, if the last term were significant, the 
work hardening curve should exhibit a hyperbolic shape, which the results do not bear 
out. Applying the values obtained from the recrystallized microstructure to that obtained 
from the recovered microstructure in the fully plastic regime results in a value of 
approximately 0.41 for fs. Figure 54 shows the good fit obtained. The value of 0.41 
obtained for fs appears to be a reasonable number. Results of a slip relief study 
conducted on the partially recrystallized microstrucmre indicates considerable out-of- 
plane rotation of the subgrain structure (Figure 32). This out-of-plane rotation is a result 
of the greater density of geometric dislocations needed to maintain strain compatibility 
across the subgrain boundaries. 

By definition, this decrease in the slope of the work hardening curve between the 
recrystallized and recovered microstructures implies that the dynamic recovery rate is 
reduced. "EM analysis shows that this reduction in the dynamic recovery rate occurs 
when the cellular dislocation substructure is hindered. The above model asserts that this 
decrease in the dynamic recovery rate is a result of the decrease in the density of 
dislocations present within the interior of the subgrains. It is assumed that the 
dislocations that are "geometrically necessary" and gather at the subgrain boundaries do 
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not recover but rather are incorporated into the subgrain structure. Consequently, the 
subgrain boundary exhibits no variation in strength. This may explain the absence of an 
orientation effect for the subgrain-bearing microstructures. In addition to predicting the 
slope of the work hardening curve, the model may provide some predictability to the shift 
of the work hardening curve along the stress axis. The last term in Equation (50) 
indicates that a shift to higher work hardening rates would occur with a decrease in the 
subgrain size. This agrees with the results obtained for recrystallized microstructures of 
different grain sizes from this study (Figure 13), as well as from the work of 
others108-137-145. However, a similar relation between the shift of the work hardening 
curve and the subgrain size remains unproved. 

It should be noted that the above model is a first-attempt modification of the 
Kocks-Mecking model and serves only as an example. A number of different 
modifications can be proposed which are not discussed in this study. However, the fact 
that the observed trend in the work hardening behavior can be duplicated through such a 
simple modification suggests that Kocks' original concept is fundamentally sound. 
Kuhlmann- Wilsdorf Model 

The Kuhlmann-Wilsdorf model was originally developed for those, materials in 
which the flow stress is dominated by the mutual elastic glide interactions between 
dis locat ions.71~72~8~~82~~~ When this is true, dislocations will tend to assemble into 
configurations that allow neighboring dislocations to mutually screen their respective 
resolved shear stresses to levels below the material's own friction stress. Bassim and 
Kuhlmann-Wilsdorf have shown that such dislocation structures have low strain 
e n e r g i e ~ . ~ ~ - ~ ~  Dislocation structures that fit this description are dislocation cell structures 
and Taylor lattices. It is apparent from the results of this study, that the formation of such 
low-energy dislocation structures requires an initially well-annealed or recrystallized 
microstructure. Figures 18 through 2 1 reveal the well-defined cellular dislocation 
substructure that evolves in the recrystallized microstructure upon deformation. 

When the microstructure is not in a fully recrystallized state, the formation of a 
low-energy dislocation structure is inhibited. Instead, a more random dislocation 
distribution is observed. The deformed structures obtained from the recovered and 
unrecrystallized specimens provide examples of this in Figures 27 through 31. In the 
terminology of Kuhlmann-Wilsdorf, these dislocation arrangements may be described as 
medium-energy or high-energy dislocation structures. This departure from low-energy 
dislocation structures in the recovered and unrecrystallized microstructures is due the 
introduction of other structural features, namely subgrain boundaries and pre-existent 
dislocation substructures, which produce other internal stresses that mask the elastic glide 
interactions between individual dislocations. An example of these additional internal 
stresses can be seen as strain contrasts emanating from the subgrain boundaries upon 
deformation in the recovered microstructure (Figure 37). 

It is apparent from the discussion above, that the Mesh-Length theory does not 
span the more complex structures, in particular those grain or subgrain morphologies 
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which inhibit the formation of dislocation cells. Attempts to modify the Kuhlmann- 
Wilsdorf model involve understanding how the parameters p and g change in the 
presence of subgrain boundaries. Recall that p represents the fraction of mobile 
dislocations that are stored in the dislocation network.71 Kuhlmann-Wilsdorf notes that p 
decreases from unity to near zero for those microstructures which develop a low-energy 
dislocation structure.91 For subgrain-bearing microstructures, however, a substantial 
fraction of the mobile dislocations are geometrically necessary and are incorporated into 
the subgrain boundaries rather than stored in the dislocation network. Therefore p must 
now initially be less than unity. This fraction can be represented by pfs, where fs is the 
fraction of dislocations that are statistical in nature as developed in the previous section 
for the modified Kocks-Mecking model. The parameter pfs therefore describes the 
fraction of mobile dislocations that are not "geometrically necessary". Equation (33) then 
becomes 

The fraction p/g decreases monotonically with stress. The addition of the fraction fs 
causes the decrease of p/g to be more gradual. This agrees with the observed trends in 
this study. 

It is important to note that both the Kuhlmann-Wilsdorf and Kocks-Mecking 
model are developed from the basic characteristics of single crystals. Whereas the Mesh- 
Length theory is derived from the formation of cellular dislocation structures common to 
single crystals71~72~80~82~91, the Kocks-Mecking model is derived from single crystals 
tested in a multiple slip orientation6~@~69~1~. The consequence of this is that both 
models implicitly require the formation of low-energy dislocation structures. This fact is 
demonstrated by the breakdown of both models when the formation of such low-energy 
dislocation structures is inhibited. Therefore, the requirement of both models for a well- 
annealed structure is not simply to provide an initial structure that is relatively similar to 
that of a single crystal, but more importantly to ensure that the deformation path is similar 
to that observed in single crystals. It is difficult to ascertain the degree of annealing is 
necessary, or more appropriately, what minimum grain or subgrain size is sufficient for 
this latter requirement. The subgrain measured in this study are found to be 
approximately 2 pm in size. In addition, Hansen has noted that more than one cell block 
is necessary for strain compatibility to be fulfilled.79 Hence it appears reasonable that a 
minimum grain or subgrain size lies near 10 to 20 pn. 

Early Regime 
The results of this work indicate that the early deviation in the work hardening 

behavior at low strains is a consequence of a pre-existent dislocation substructure. 
Neither the Kocks-Mecking model nor the Mesh-Length theory of Kuhlmann-Wilsdorf, 
at least in their basic forms, addresses this deviation. Rauch has proposed a model for 
mild steel in which the pre-existent dislocation structure undergoes an "un-storing" 
process.195 The dislocation rate therefore becomes 
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where the subscripts, r and p, represent the dislocation density due to the reloading and 
pre-straining process respectively, and both k l  and k3 are indirect functions of strain. 
Upon reloading, the latter term decreases while the first term increases as the pre-existent 
dislocation network dissolves. Assuming that these functions are exponential in form, 
Rauch obtains a work hardening law that exhibits a hyperbolic-like drop during the early 
deformation regime. Although different in their assumptions, the modified Kocks- 
Mecking model proposed by Estrin and Mecking exhibits a similar result.95 

The strong linearity of the early deformation regime contradicts the hyperbolic 
nature of the two proposed models above. Instead, the strong bi-linear character of the 
work hardening curves obtained in this work suggest that the two deformation regimes 
are independent and additive. Figure 6b shows the result of a two-parameter model in 
which both structure parameters evolve according to the Kocks-Mecking model. The 
resulting bi-linear work hardening plot is similar to those observed in this work. A work 
hardening model based on this concept has the form 

where the second subscript represents the fxst and second structural parameters. The 
validity of this model, however, remains unproved. 

Implications to Mechanical Properties 
One of the more crucial issues raised in this study is the influence of the work 

hardening behavior on the subsequent mechanical properties. The important result 
obtained concerning this issue is the improved elongation obtained in the recovered 
microstructure in comparison to the other microstructures. The implication of this result 
is that improved ductility can be obtained through the elimination of high early work 
hardening rates and a decreased degradation in the work hardening rate with stress. This 
conclusion can also be obtained through a simple integration of the work hardening rate. 
The result of this operation leads to 

0 

(54) 
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Since the work hardening rate is in the denominator, increased elongation is obtained 
when the initial work hardening rate is low but maintained to high stresses. Figure 14 
shows that the recovered grain structure exhibits the best work hardening behavior based 
on this criterion. Table II reveals that the reduction of the early deformation regime 
associated with the unrecrystallized microstructure results in a 3 1% and 2 1 % 
improvement in the uniform and total elongations respectively. 
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The ability to change the work hardening behavior through modifications of the 
microstructure is a key point in the development of structural materials. In particular, the 
results obtained in this study indicates the ability to significantly alter the mechanical 
behavior and subsequent properties without changing the internal chemistry. This result 
is particularly relevant to aluminum alloys which are typically precipitation hardened. 

The microstructure of a precipitation hardened alloy can be separated into two 
levels: the infra- and inter- granular structure. The former includes the nature, size, and 
distribution of the various precipitates whereas the intergranular or polygranular structure 
is concerned with the distribution and orientation of grains and subgrhs.  The grain size, 
grain shape, as well as crystallographic texture all fall under this latter category. The 
intragranular structure is typically determined by the final heat treatment: quench rate, 
aging temperature, and aging time. The mechanical strength of a precipitation hardened 
alloy is typically contingent on the precipitate phases present and their volume fractions. 
Consequently, the ability of the precipitates to improve the alloys properties is directly 
dependent on the aging treatment. To maintain optimum mechanical properties, the 
variables associated with the aging treatment are necessarily fixed. Any further 
improvement in the mechanical properties must therefore involve changes in the thermo- 
mechanical processing of the alloy prior to aging. Changes of this sort involve 
modifications of such variables as the rolling temperature, rolling speed, and percent 
reduction per pass. Previous work has documented the effect of these variables on the 
polygranular structure and subsequent mechanical behavior.30-32.46147,49 



FURTHER COMMENTS 
A number of issues have come to the forefront as a consequence of this study. 

Most of these issues are themselves topics, which in the future, may demand extensive 
research. Some of the more outstanding issues are discussed below. 

Influence of Subgrains on the Work Hardening Behavior 
It is evident from the results of this study that the existence of subgrains plays a 

major role in determining the work hardening behavior in aluminum. The existence of a 
subgrains disrupts the formation of a more energetically favorable cellular dislocation 
substructure, thereby reducing the dynamic recovery rate. As a consequence, a more 
stable work hardening is achieved over a greater range of stress, resulting in superior 
strength and ductility. A model is proposed to explain this reduction in the dynamic 
recovery rate (Equations (46) through (50)). 

Despite the success of the above model in explaining the change in the slope of 
the work hardening curve, it remains unclear what controls the shifting of the work 
hardening curve along the stress axis (Figures 42,47, and 51). The most obvious feature 
that can be hypothesized as the cause for this shifting is the subgrain size. Similar to the 
idea first proposed by Hall106 and Petchl07, the subgrain boundaries obstruct the 
transmission of slip from subgrain to subgrain. A smaller subgrain size increases the 
resistance of the subgrain boundary to dislocation pile-ups and hence, increases the stress 
required to instigate deformation. This latter stress can be viewed as a "background" or 
"friction" stress. Assuming that the evolution of the dislocation network is only a 
function of the stress above this "background" stress, the decrease in subgrain size would 
produce a shift of the work hardening curve to higher stresses. 

Despite the apparent feasibility of the above notion, the majority of results from 
this work are in contradiction. Figure 47 provides the best example of this contradiction. 
Although the subgrain size of the reannealed microstructure was measured to be 1.9 p, 
smaller than the 2.2 pm measured for the recovered microstructure, the fully plastic 
regime exhibits a shift to lower stresses, opposite of what is predicted by Ha111°6 and 
Petchl07. 

The shift of the work hardening curve also appears to be not related to texture. 
The reannealed microstructure retains the texture of the recrystallized microstructure 
which is more random and hence has a higher Taylor factor associated with it. According 
to Equation (39), this greater Taylor factor will result in an increase in the flow stress, 
which again is not observed for the reannealed microstructure. Further evidence against a 
texture effect is found in the LBL specimens. Whereas LBLl unrecrystallized specimens 
tested in both 0" and 90" exhibit nearly overlapping latter deformation regimes, LBL2 
unrecrystallized specimens tested in the same two orientations exhibit a relative shift of 
approximately 50 MPa (Figure 42). Furthermore, this shift of 50 MPa is in the opposite 
direction of what is predicted by texture; the fully plastic regime of the LBL2 
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unrecrystallized specimens tested in the 90' orientation exhibits a shift to lower stresses 
relative to similar specimens tested at 0" despite a greater yield stress. 

The various contradictions alluded to above indicate that neither subgrain size nor 
subgrain orientation influences the position of the work hardening curve relative to the 
stress. The only other structural feature that can potentially influence the position of the 
work hardening curve is the subgrain boundary itself. A possible line of reasoning is that 
the subgrain boundaries of greater misorientations are more resistant to the transmission 
of slip and therefore increase the "background" stress of the material. Assuming this to 
be true, the structural feature of importance is the average subgrain boundary 
misorientation or the distribution of subgrain boundary misorientations. It would appear 
from this conjecture, that a microstructure consisting of a very small grain size should 
exhibit the highest stress level. A detailed study of this hypothesis is left for future 
research. 

Influence of Solutes on the Work Hardening Behavior 
The majority of earlier research on the subject of work hardening has 

concentrated on the deformation behavior in single crystals or well-annealed polycrystals. 
The efforts of Kuhlmann-Wilsdorfll,72780,81,82, Ko~ks62@~70~100, Hansen75779, and 
many others, have provided a secure basis for understanding work hardening at this level. 
However, most materials used today contain microstructures that are drastically more 
complex than those found in single crystals and well-annealed polycrystals. In order to 
understand the deformation behavior of these more complex microstructures, our current 
basis of understanding must be expanded to include the numerous other structural 
features that can be defined. 

In general, these other structural features and their influence on the work 
hardening behavior can be separated into different areas: (i) the influence of the 
grain/subgrain morphology, (ii) lhe influence of solutes, and (iii) the influence of second 
phases. Most efforts including the current study are directed at the first area. It is 
apparent from the results obtained in this work that the primary influence of the 
grainhubgrain morphology is on the evolution of the dislocation density upon 
deformation. Earlier results obtained by Ashby96, Li147, and Thompson148, although 
more indirect, confirm this conclusion. 

In comparison, little is known about the influence of solutes and second phases on 
the marcoscopic work hardening behavior. The majority of work in the second area has 
concentrated on the influence of solutes on the instantaneous flow ~trength.15-~3 Only 
recently, has work commenced on understanding the influence of solutes on the evolution 
of the deformed microstructure. Hughes has conducted a detailed study of the 
microstructural evolution in an aluminum alloy containing 5% magnesium in solid 
solution.57 In the well-annealed condition, the microstructure upon deformation is 
similar in appearance as that observed in well-annealed pure aluminum; grains are 
subdivided into misoriented regions in which deformation occurs on fewer slip systems 
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than specified by Taylor97 for strain accommodation.56~76~79 However, because of the 
increase in the friction stress resulting from the magnesium solutes, the individual regions 
do not further subdivide into dislocation cells but rather evolve into differently oriented 
Taylor lattices.57 These Taylor lattices consist of uniform arrays of edge dislocations that 
are stabilized by secondary slip. Although the dislocations in a Taylor lattice are not 
clustered to minimize their energy as in cell walls, their organization into arrays of 
alternating sign still lowers their energy below that of a random distribution.8~~~9~~ 

A preliminary set of tensile tests was performed on aluminum alloys containing 
2.5% and 5.0% magnesium in the recrystallized condition. Figure 55 shows the work 
hardening plots of the two alloys along with the pure aluminum recrystallized and 
recovered microstructures studied in this work. Note that the addition of magnesium in 
solution accomplishes the same reduction in the dynamic recovery rate as does the 
introduction of subgrains in pure aluminum. Table XIII shows that the value of K2 
approaches the value obtained for the recovered microstructure with increasing 
magnesium content. It is interesting to note that the recrystallized microstructures 
containing magnesium exhibit nearly the same Oo value which suggests that the 
parameter Oo is associated with the grain and subgrain morphology and not a strong 
function of the constituents within the grain or subgrain interior. Equally interesting is 
the increasing steepness of the work hardening curve with increasing stress exhibited by 
the 5.0% magnesium sample. The negative dWdo value is not predicted in any model 
known to this author. Table XTV shows that the addition of magnesium increases both 
the strength and elongation of the recrystallized structure. Note that the yield strength of 
the recovered microstructure is greater than that of the binary alloys. However, because 
of the dramatic increase in the work hardening rate, the magnesium-bearing 
microstructures exhibit dramatically higher ultimate strengths. In particular, the 5.0% 
magnesium specimen exhibits nearly twice the ultimate strength of the pure aluminum 
recovered microstructure. the yield strength of the recovered microstructure is greater 
than that of the binary alloys. It is likely that a combination of both subgrains and solutes 
will further improve the work hardening behavior. A detailed study of this hypothesis is 
left for future research. 

Influence of Precipitates on the Work Hardening Behavior 
The influence of second phases on the work hardening behavior stands as the least 

understood of the three areas defined above. Although much critical work has been 
conducted on the influence of precipitates and dispersoids on the mobility of dislocations, 
any macroscopic work hardening model containing these interactions continues to be 
elusive. The development of such a model becomes more difficult when the various 
potential characteristics of a precipitate are considered, namely the size, shape, volume 
fraction, as well as the type of boundary, coherent, semi-coherent, and non-coherent. 

Precipitates typically increase the resistance to dislocation motion of the matrix. 
This increase in deformation resistance leads to a work hardening curve that is both 
greater in work hardening rate and stress level. The increase in the strength level that 
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accompanies the introduction of precipitates makes such precipitate-bearing aluminum 
alloys viable candidates for structural applications. However, the increase in the work 
hardening rate is often associated with intense strain localization at the precipitates which 
can lead to very poor ductility. 

In general, precipitation hardened alloys do not exhibit a bi-linear work hardening 
curve as observed in this study. This is because any influence from a pre-existent 
dislocation structure is overshadowed by the high stress level required for dislocation 
motion through the precipitate-bearing matrix. However, there is evidence that 
precipitates influence the very-early work hardening behavior. Unlike the sharp drops 
from the elastic modulus observed in this study (Figure 14), work by Tseng has shown a 
slightly more gradual drop in the very-early work hardening curve for an aluminum- 
copper-lithium alloy.32 Although this very-early regime covers only the first 0.5 to 1 
percent strain, initial calculations indicate that it may have a large bearing on the 
mechanical properties. Equation (54) shows that any deviation from a sharp drop will 
result in a loss in elongation. Figure 56 shows a schematic illustrating this. A theoretical 
calculation by Tseng using data obtained from an aluminum-copper-lithium alloy, shows 
that the shaded area shown in Figure 56 can account for nearly a 25% loss in strain.32 It 
is proposed that this gradual drop is a result of heterogeneous yielding. Strain is initially 
localized near the precipitates, causing some regions to yield before others. As the 
dislocation density increases, yielding spreads to adjacent regions until the strain 
localizations are overshadowed by forest dislocations. A detailed study of this hypothesis 
is left for future research. 
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SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
The work hardening behavior of aluminum is found to be bi-linear in character. 

The two linear regimes can be separated into the early deformation regime and the latter 
or fully plastic deformation regime. The earlier deformation regime, which can extend up 
to approximately 10% strain, exhibits a relatively rapid drop in the work hardening rate 
with increasing true stress. In contrast, the latter deformation regime that immediately 
follows, exhibits a more gradual drop. A 'IEM investigation reveals that the existence of 
an early deformation regime is concurrent with the existence of a dislocation substructure 
formed during a previous deformation process. The extent and slope of this early 
deformation regime are dependent on the strength of the pre-existent dislocation 
substructure as well as the orientation of the pre-existent dislocation substructure relative 
to the new strain path. Low-temperature annealing treatments cause the dissolution of the 
pre-existent dislocation substructure, resulting in the reduction of this early deformation 
regime. 

In comparison, the latter regime is dominated by the initial grain and/or subgrain 
morphology. Recrystallized or well-annealed microstructures exhibit a more rapid drop 
in the work hardening rate with increasing true stress than microstructures which remain 
partially recrystallized or unrecrystallized. TEM analysis reveals that the fully 
recrystallized structure develops a low-energy cellular dislocation substructure upon 
deformation. The existence of subgrains, however, hinders the formation of this cellular 
dislocation substructure. Instead, a more random arrangement of dislocation is observed. 
It is believed that this impediment to the formation of the low-energy dislocation cell 
network increases the difficulty of dynamic recovery processes and thus results in a more 
shallow drop in the work hardening rate. Preliminary work on aluminum-magnesium 
solid solutions indicates that this reduction in the dynamic recovery rate can also be 
accomplished through the addition of solutes. Whereas the orientation of the pre-existent 
dislocation substructure influences the slope of the early deformation regime, the 
orientation of the subgrain structure does not influence the slope of the work hardening 
curve within the latter regime. This latter result suggests that the work hardening 
behavior is strain-controlled. 

The variations in the work hardening behavior is found to significantly influence 
the subsequent mechanical properties. The more shallow latter regime slope associated 
with the recovered microstructure in comparison with the recrystallized microstructure 
leads to improvements in both strength and ductility. Similarly, the reduction of the early 
deformation regime associated with the unrecrystallized microstructure results in a 30% 
and 20% increase in the uniform and total elongation respectively in the recovered 
microstructure. 

In contrast to the work hardening models that utilize a single structure parameter, 
the dislocation density, the bi-linear character of the work hardening curve for aluminum 
demands that at least two structural features play significant roles. The success of the 
models proposed in this study suggest that the additional structural features are 
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essentially various divisions of the dislocation density: statistical dislocations which 
accommodate for the overall deformation process, geometrically necessary dislocations 
which accommodate the strain compatibility at grain and subgrain boundaries, and those 
dislocations created during a previous straining. 
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Microstructure 
Annealing 

Temperature 
O C  

Unrecry stallized 
(URX) 

--- 

Recovered 
(REC) 

225 

Partially 
Recrystallized 
PI=) 

290 

365 

Recrystallized 
(185 tun) 

4-10 

. Table I: Temperatures used for annealing treatments. All 
specimens were held at specified temperature for 
3 hours followed by a furnace cool. 
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Yield Ultimate Uniform Total 

MPa &si) MPa &si) %* %*t 
Microstructure Strength Strength Elongation Elongation 

Unrecrystallized 142 (20.5) 196 (28.4) 26.4 46 
(U-R-x) 

Recovered 
(REC) 

113 (16.4) 185 (26.8) 34.8 56 

Partially 

(Pw 

(REX) 

Recrystallized 65 (9.4) 171 (24.8) 33.9 47 

(110 w) 13 (1.9) 139 (20.2) 31.7 47 
Recrystallized 

Recrystallized 
(185 P) 

12 (1.7) 129 (18.7) 32.0 48 

* Values obtained from initial gauge length of 25 mm (1.00 in.). 
7 Estimated values based on measurements of gauge length after failure. 

Accuracy of measurements is f2%. 

Engineering tensile properties of KSL specimens (99.94% aluminum) in 
various annealing conditions. 

Table II: 
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Microstructure 

Unrecrystallized 

Recovered 

partially 
Recrystallized 

Early Deformation Regime 

3215 222 14.5 

23 10 208 11.1 

2195 188 11.7 

1875 155 12.1 

~~~~ 

Latter Deformation Regime 

1110 3 17 3.50 

1120 320 3.50 

1520 265 5.73 

1720 201 8.55 

* Scatter in data is approximately f5%. 
t Stress at  zero work hardening rate. 

Work hardening parameters for KSL specimens according to the Kocks- 
Mecking model (Equation (20)). 

Table ID: 

Initial Work 0dG M2 Taylor Factor Microstructure Hardening Rate 
0C/G (kO.005) 

--- 
0.06 - 3.062 M 

Kocks' 
results 0.06 1-00 3.06 

Recrystallized 
@=) 

0.065 1.08 3.18 

Partially 
Recrvstallized 0.055 0.92 2.93 

P w  
Recovered & 

(REC &uRx) 
Unrecrystallized 0.041 0.68 2.53 

Table IV: Calculated Taylor factors for the microstructures tested in this work 
assuming only texture effects. 
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Microstructure Yield Ultimate Uniform Total 
& Strength Strength Elongation Elongation 

Orientation* MPa (ksi) MPa (ksi) %t %t$ 

Recrystallized 
0" 7.1 (1.0) 128 (18.6) 43.8 58 

Recrystallized 
45" 7.5 (1.1) 136 (19.8) 41.2 57 

Unrecrystallized 
0" 104 (15.1) 150 (21.8) 29.9 43 

Unrecrystallized 113 (16.4) 151 (21.9) 25.5 38 
90" 

* m e n  tations given in degrees a way from rolling direction. 
t Values obtained from initial gauge length of 25 mm (1.00 in.). 
$ Estimated values based on measurements of gauge length after failure. 

Accuracy of measurements is 22%. 

Table V: Engineering tensile properties of LBLl specimens (99.96% aluminum) in 
various annealing conditions and orientations. 

Microstructure Yield Ultimate uniform Total 

Orientation* MPa &si) MPa &si) %t %t$ 
& Strength Strength Elongation Elongation 

UnrecrystaUized 
0" 116 (16.8) 166 (24.0) 29.8 47 

Unrecrystallized 
45" 114 (16.6) 144 (20.9) 13.6 32 

Unrecrystallized 
goo 127 (18.4) 147 (21.3) 19.6 37 

* Orientations given in degrees away from rolling direction. 
-f Values obtained from initial gauge length of 25 mm (1.00 in.). 
$ Estimated values based on measurements of gauge length after failure. 

Accuracy of measurements is 22%. 

Table VI: Engineering tensile properties of LBL2 specimens (99.96% aluminum) in 
various orientations. 
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Batch & 
Orientation 

~~ 

LBLl - 0" 

LBLl - 90" 

LBL2 - 0" 

LBL2 - 45" 

LBL2 - 90" 

Early Deformation Regime 

1890 178 10.6 

2640 169 15.6 

2355 185 12.7 

2210 163 13.6 

2735 167 16.4 

Latter Deformation Regime 

745 261 2.85 

820 243 3.38 

835 286 2.92 

865 215 4.03 

* Scatter in data is approximately f5%. 
Stress at  zero work hardening rate. 

Table VII: Work hardening parameters for LBL specimens according to the Kocks- 
Mecking model (Equation (20)). 
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Microstructure 

Recovered 
(REC) 

Recrystallized 
(REX) 

Reannealed 
0 

* Scatter in data is approximately S%. 
t Stress at zero work hardening rate. 

Table VIII: Work hardening parameters for LBL specimens according to the Kocks- 
Mecking model (Equation (20)). Reannealing of the recrystallized 
microstructure causes K2 of the latter regime to decrease to a value 
approaching the value obtained for the recovered microstructure. 
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Yield Ultimate Uniform Total 
* Microstructure Strength Strength . Elongation Elongation 

MPa (ksi) MPa (ksi) %* %*t 

Early Deformation Regime 

00 OS == 
(MPa)* (MPa)*T 

00 
K2* 

1875 155 12.1 

Recrystallized 13 (1.9) 139 (20.2) 31.7 47 

Latter Deformation Regime 

00 
K2* 

00 OS =& 
WW* w a ) * t  

1720 201 8.55 

Pre-Compressed 39 (5.6) 139 (20.1) Recrystallized 

2220 117 19.0 

33.8 

1565 192 8.16 

52 

* Values obtained fiom initial gauge length of 25 mm (1.00 2.). 
Estimated values based on measurements of gauge length after failure. 
Accuracy of measuremen& is 22%. 

Engineering tensile properties of KSL specimens (99.94% aluminum) in 
various annealing conditions. 

Table IX: 

Microstructure 

Recrystallized 

Re-Compressed 
Recrystallized 

Table 

* Scatter in data is approximately 2.5%. 
t Stress at zero work hardening rate. 

X: Work hardening parameters for recrystallized and pre-compressed 
recrystallized microstructures according to the Kocks-Mecking model 
(Equation (20)). Pre-compression produces an early regime with a higher 
slope. The slope of the latter regime remains unchanged. 
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Yield Ultimate Uniform Total 

~~ 

Early Deformation Regime 

Microstructure 

Latter Deformation Regime 

Strength Strength Elongation Elongation 
MPa (ksi) MPa (ksi) %* %*$ 

11.1 

Recovered 

1120 

~~ ~ ~~ ~ 

113 (16.4) 185 (26.8) 34.8 56 

Pre-Compressed 115 (16.7) 186 (27.0) Recovered 35.8 50 

* Values obtained from initial gauge length of 25 mm (1.00 in.). 
t Estimated values based on measurements of gauge length after failure. 

Accuracy of measurements is f2%. 

Engineering tensile properties of KSL specimens (99.94% aluminum) in 
various annealing conditions. 

Table XI: 

Microstructure 

Recovered 

Pre-Compressed 
Recovered 

23 10 208 320 3.50 

2085 217 9.61 1 1040 334 3.11 

* Scatter in data is approximately f5%. 
7 Stress at zero work hardening rate. 

Table XII: Work hardening parameters for recrystallized and pre-compressed 
recrystallized microstructures according to the Kocks-Mecking model 
(Equation (20)). Pre-compression produces an early regime with a higher 
slope. The slope of the latter regime remains unchanged. 
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1720 201 8.55 Recrystallized 
(REX) 

Recrystallized 
(Al-2.5Mg) 

Recrystallized 
(115 CUn) 

(150 CUnF 
(Al-5.OMg) 

2430 466 5.21 

2440-3240 853-604 2.86-5.36 

1120 Recovered 
(RJm 320 3.50 

* Scatter in data is approximately &5%. 
t Stress a t  zero work hardening rate. 
$ Second values obtained fiom approximation at  high stresses. 

Table XIII: Work hardening parameters for aluminum-magnesium 
specimens and pure aluminum specimens in the 
recrystallized and. recovered condition according to the 
Koch-Mecking model (Equation (20)). Dimensions in left 
column indicate grain sizes. Addition of magnesium causes 
K2 to decrease to a value approaching the value obtained for 
the pure aluminum recovered microstructure. 
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Yield Ultimate Uniform Total 

MPa (ksi) MPa (ksi) %* %*t 
Microstructure Strength Strength Elongation Elongation 

Recrystallized 
0 13 (1.9) 139 (20.2) 31.7 47 

(1  10 w) 
~ ~~ ~~ 

Recrystallized 
(AI-2.5Mg) 62 (9.0) 279 (40.4) 34.3 50 
(115 tun) 

Recrystallized 
(Al-5.0Mg) 91 (13.3) 363 (52.6) 38.3 49 
(150 D) 

Recovered 
(REC) 113 (16.4) 185 (26.8) 34.8 56 

~~ ~~ 

* Values obrainedfiom initial gauge length of 25mm(1.00 &). 
7 Estimated values based on measurements of gauge length after faure. 

Accuracy of measurements is B%. 

Table XIV: Engineering tensile properties of aluminum-magnesium specimens and pure 
aluminum specimens in the recrystallized and recovered condition. 
Dimensions in left column indicate grain sizes. Addition of magnesium 
produces an increase in both strength and elongation. Note that the pure 
aluminum recovered microstructure exhibits the greatest yield strength. 
However, the higher work hardening rate achieved with the addition of 
magnesium produces greater ultimate strengths in the magnesium-bearing 
specimens. 
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d€ 
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E 

E 
Figure 1: Schematic depicting the dependency of the strain to failure on the flow 

strength and work hardening rate: a) Dashed lines exhibit increase in the 
strain to failure resulting from an increase in the work hardening rate; b) 
Increase in yield strength may counteract this improvement in work 
hardening, resulting in a decrease in the strain to failure. 
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Figure 2: Schematic plot of the stress-strain curve for a single crystal oriented for single 

slip illustrating the three stages of work hardening. 

7- 
L 

L 

Figure 3: Schematic illustrating the derivation of the dislocation storage rate in Equation 
(7). The edge dislocation moves a distance A through the cube under the 
applied shear stress 2. 
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Figure 4: Schematic illustrating the Koch-Mecking model. Typical work hardening 
curve obtained from tensile tests is shown by the dashed line. 

Figure 5: Schematic demonstrating the similarity between the physical description given 
by the Kocks-Mecking model in a) and the Mesh-Length theory in b). Note 
that the heterogeneity of the dislocations in the Mesh-Length theory results in 
a homogeneity in the dislocation tangles. 
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0 0 

CT 

Figure 6: Schematic illustrating a multiple structure parameter model based on the 
foundation of the Koch-Mecking model. Figure a) shows the two work 
hardening curves associated with two different structure parameters. Figure b) 
shows the bi-linear plot resulting from the addition of the two curves in Figure 
a). Figures c) and d) show the extension of Figures a) and b) to an n- 
parameter model as highlighted by the dashed and shaded line in Figure d). 
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2 dz 
dY 

O = M  

Figure 7: Schematic illustrating the theoretical influence of texture on the work 
hardening behavior. 

O 

I I I I 
I I I I 

Figure 8: Schematic illustrating the influence of grain size on the work hardening 
behavior assuming no change in the evolution of the dislocation substructure 
after yielding. 
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Figure 9: a) Work hardening rate versus true stress plots for aluminum extrapolated 
from computer generated stress versus grain size (in pm) curves in reference 
148, figure 6a. Curves for smaller grain sizes are in bold to emphasize 
increase in work hardening slope. b) Schematic of extrapolated work 
hardening versus true stress plot highlighting the trend shown in a). 
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E 

Figure 10: Schematic showing the stress-strain curves a), and corresponding work 
hardening curves b) for both positive and negative transients. In both a) and 
b), the bold line represents the curve of the second loading condition without 
prestraining. 
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Figure 11: Schematic illustration showing the dimensions of tensile specimens. All 
dimensions are in inches. 
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Unrecrystallized (Cold-Worked) Recovered 

Partially Recrystallized Recrystallized 

250 pm 

Figure 12: Optical micrographs of the four microstructures tested in this study. (XBB 9310-6739) 
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Figure 13: Stress-strain curves and work hardening curves for the two 
recrystallized specimens. Slight increase in flow stress 
difference with increasing strain in a) indicates increasing 
Hall-Petch slope with strain. This increase, however, does 
not significantly affect the slope of the work hardening curve. 
Compare b) with Figures 8 and 9. 
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Figure 14: Plot of the work hardening rate versus true stress for the four 
microstructures: unrecrystallized (URX), recovered (REC), 
partially recrystallized (PRX), and recrystallized (REX). Both 
the unrecrystallized and recovered microstructures exhibit the 
same work hardening behavior after approximately 200 MPa. 
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Figure 15: S tress-strain curves for the four microstructures: 
unrecrystallized (URX) , recovered (REC) , partially 
recrystallized (PRX), and recrystallized (REX). Both 
unrecrystallized and recovered specimens achieve the 
strength level, approximately 250 MPa, despite the large 
difference in elongation, The partially recrystallized 
microstructure appears to parallel the recrystallized 
microstructure at low strains and the recovered 
microstructure at high strains. 
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I Early Regime 
Extensive in unrecrystallized 

Reduced with annealing 
condition 

Figure 16: Schematic illustrating the results from the work hardening analysis on 
the four microstructures shown in Figure 14. The work hardening 
curve for the unrecrystallized microstructure is shown by the shaded 
line. 
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1 Pm 
Figure 17: TEM micrograph highlighting a triple point grain boundary of the recrystallized 

microstructure prior to deformation. Except for the few artifacts left from the 
electropolishing and sample preparation, the microstructure is relatively absent of any 
internal structure. Zone axis is near [Ol  13. (XBB 9408-5013) 



Figure 18: TEM micrograph of the recrystallized microstructure after deformation to a true stress of 
178 MPa (25.8 ksi), approximately 26.8%Jrue strain. Note the strong formation of a 
cellular dislocation structure. Zone axis is [0 1 13. (XBB 9408-5000) 
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1 Pm 
Figure 21: TEM micrograph of the recrystallized microstructure after deformation to a true stress of 178 MPa 

(25.8 ksi), approximately 26.8% true strain. Micrograph shows an extreme case in which the cellular 
structure is relatively symmetrical in configuration. Note the sharpness of the grain boundary 
(marked by arrows) suggesting the lack of grain boundaryinfluence on the deformation process and 
evolution of the dislocation cell structure. Zone axis is [Ol 11. (XBD 9408-5002) 
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Figure 22: TEM micrograph of the recovered microstructure prior to deformation. Note the well 

developed subgrain morphology in contrast to the recrystallized microstructure in Figure 
17. Zone axis is near [Ol l ] .  (XBB 9408-4997) 
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Figure 23: TEM micrograph of the recovered microstructure prior to deformation. Note the well 

developed subgrain morphology in contrast to the recrystallized microstructure in Figure 
17. Zone axis is near [Ol l ] .  (XBB 9408-4996) 



Figure 24: TEM micrograph of the recovered microstructure prior to deformation. Diffraction 
patterns show that the subgrain boundaries are low angle mkorientations. The center of 
the [01 13 zone axis is labelled by an 0. Zone axis is near [01 11. (XBB 9408-5014) 
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Figure 25: TEM micrograph of the recovered microstructure prior to deformation. 

Note the existence of some _dislocation substructure within the subgrain 
interior. Zone axis is near [Ol  13. (XBB 9408-4999) 



Figure 26: TEM micrograph of the recovered microstructure prior to 
deformation. Note the existence of some dislocation 
su_bstructure within the subgrain interior. Zone axis is near 
[Ol  11. (XBB 9408-4998) 
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Figure 28: TEM micrograph of the recovered microstructure after deformation to a true stress of 226 
MPa (32.8 ksi), approximately 21.8% true strain. Note the strong accumulation of 
dislocations at the subgrain boundaries. Zone axis is [Ol l ] .  (XBB 9408-4993) 
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Figure 29: TEM micrograph of the recovered microstructure after deformation to a 
true stress of 226 MPa (32.8 ksi), approximately 21.8% true strain. The 
accumulation of dislocations is not as strong in this region as compared to 
Figure 28. However, the tendency for the dislocgions to accumulate at 
the subgrain boundaries still exists. Zone axis is [Ol  13. (XBB 9408-4995) 
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Figure 30: TEM micrograph of the unrecrystallized microstructure after deformation to a true stress 

of 226 MPa (32.8 ksi), approximately 14.1% true strain. Similar to the recovered 
microstructure, the dislocations tend to accumulate at the subgrain boundaries. Some 
regions (upper left) exhibit a more homogeneous dislocation arrangement. Zone axis is 
[Oll] .  (XBB 9408-4990) 



Figure 31: TEM micrograph of the unrecrystallized microstructure after deformation to a true 
stress of 226 MPa (32.8 ksi), approximately 14.1% true strain. Similar to the 
recovered microstructure, the dislocations tend to accumulate at the subgrain 
boundaries. Some regions (right hakd side) exhibit a more homogeneous 
dislocation arrangement. Zone axis is [01 13. (XBB 9408-4988) 



Figure 32: Optical micrograph of the partially recrystallized structure showing the 
evolution of deformation after a) 2% strain, b) 5% strain, c) 10% strain, 
and d) 15% strain. The recovered region is on the left side of each 
micrograph. Note that the recovered region exhibits greater out-of-plane 
rotation than the recrystallized region. (XBB 9306-3999) 
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Figure 33: TEM micrograph of the unrecrystallized microstructure prior to deformation. Not. the existence of both narrow 

(A) and wide (B) dislocation bands across the subgrain interior. Zone axis is near [Ol  13. (XBD 9408-5103) 
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Figure 3 4  Schematic illustrating the difference between 
TEM specimen orientations between this study 
(A) and references 56,75,76, and 79 (B). 
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Figure 35: TEM micrographs of the unrecrystallized microstructure prior to 

deformation. Diffraction analysis of the wide dislocation band, indicated 
by the arrow, reveals the existence of at least two sgp systems. The upper 
micrograph is offset to the left. Zone axis is near [Oll] .  (XBD 9408-5 104) 
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Figure 36: TEM micrograph of the unrecrystallized microstructure after deformation 

to a true stress of 178 MPa (25.8 ksi), approximately 4.1% true strain. 
Much of the internal dislocation-structure has dissolved (compare to 
Figures 30 and 31). Zone axis is [Ol l ] .  (XBB 9408-5101) 
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Figure 37: "EM micrograph of the recovered microstructure after deformation to a true 

stress of 178 MPa (25.8 ksi), approximately 10.1% true strain. Note the high 
degree of strain contrast indicating the high deformation activity at the 
subgrain boundaries. Dislocations generated from the subgrain boundaries 
can be seen at the arrows. Zone axis is [Ol  13. (XBD 9408-4989) 
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Figure 38: TEM micrograph of the recovered microstructure after deformation to a 

true stress of 178 MPa (25.8 ksi), approximately 10.1% true strain. The 
early stages of a dislocation network can be seen (upper right). 
Dislocations generated- from the subgrain boundaries can be seen at the 
arrow. Zone axis is [Ol  11. (XBD 9408-4991) 
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Figure 39: TEM micrograph of the recovered microstructure after deformation to a 
true stress'of 178 MPa (25.8 ksi), approximately 10.1% true strain. 
Diffraction analysis indicates that the dislocation network, indicated by the 
arrows, consists of dislocations generated from the subgrain boundary. 
Zone axis is [Ol l ] .  (XBD 9408-5099) 
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Figure 40: Plots of the work hardening rate versus true stress for LBLl 

specimens in the recrystallized condition. Two curves 
represent specimens tested at different orientations relative to 
the rolling direction a) as tested and b) after recalculating the 
45' plot (0/1.052 versus d1.05). 
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Figure 41: Plots of the work hardening rate versus true stress for LBLl 
specimens in the unrecrystallized condition. Two curves 
represent specimens tested at different orientations relative to 
the rolling direction a) as tested and b) after recalculating the 
90" plot (W1.082 versus d1.08). 
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Figure 42: Plots of the work hardening rate versus true stress for LBL2 
specimens in the unrecrystallized condition. Note the near parallel 
slope of the latter regimes of the 0' and 90° orientations. 
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Figure 43: Schematic illustrating the difference between the recovered and reannealed 
microstructures. Both microstructures contain subgrains. However, the 
manner by which these subgrains are achieved differ. 
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Figure 44: TEM micrograph of the reannealed microstructure prior to deformation. Note that the 
subgrains on the left are close in orientation with each other but exhibit a large 
misorientation across the grain boundary marked by arrows. Zone axis is near [OOl]. 
(XBD 9408-5010) 
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Figure 46: TEM micrograph of the reannealed microstructure prior to deformation. Most of the 

disocation cell structure has coalesced into subgrain boundaries. Lack of sharpness at the 
boundaries indicates an incomplete recovery process. Compare to Figures 18 through 21. 
Zone axis is near [OOl]. (XBB 9408-5008) 
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Figure 47: Plot of the work hardening rate versus true stress for the recovered 
(REX), recrystallized (REX), and reannealed (REN) microstructures. 
Slopes of the latter regime for the three microstructures are highlighted 
by the dashed lines. Note that the latter regime of the reannealed 
microstructure follows nearly parallel to the recovered microstructure. 
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Figure 48: TEM micrograph of the reannealed microstructure after deformation to a true stress of 189 MPa (27.4 ksi), 

approxiinately 25.1% true strain. Note the absence of a cellular dislocation structure. Dislocations accumulate at 
the subgrain boundaries similar to the recovered and unrecrystallized microstructure after deformation. Compare to 
Figures 27 through 31. Zone axis is [OOl]. (XBB 9408-5005) 
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Figure 49: TEM micrograph of the recovered microstructure after deformation to a true stress of 189 

MPa (27.4 ksi), approximately 25.1% true strain. Note the absence of a cellular 
dislocation structure. Dislocations accumulate at the subgrain boundaries similar to the 
recovered and unrecrystallized microstructure after deformation. Compare to Figures 27 
through 3 1. Zone axis is [00 13. (XBB 9408-5004) 
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Figure 50: Schematic illustrating the strain path of the pre-compressed specimens. 
Compare to Figure 43. 
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Figure 51: Plot of the work hardening rate versus true stress for the 
recrystallized and the pre-compressed recrystallized microstructures. 
Slopes of the latter regime for the two microstructures are 
highlighted by the dashed lines. Note the existence of a greater early 
regime in the pre-compressed microstructure. 
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Figure 52: Plot of the work hardening rate versus true stress for the recovered 
and the pre-compressed recovered microstructures. Aside from a 
slight difference in the early regime, the work hardening curves for 
both microstructures are nearly identical. 
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Figure 53: Schematic illustrating the different evolutionary paths of the dislocation network. The cellular 
dislocation structure that develops in the recrystallized microstructure allows for a higher 
dynamic recovery rate and steeper drop in the work hardening rate with stress. The subgrain 
morphology inherent to the recovered and unrecrystallized microstructures eliminates the 
cellular dislocation structure, reducing the dynamic recovery rate. 
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Figure 54: Plot of the work hardening rate versus true stress for the recrystallized (REX) and 
recovered (REC) microstructures. Shaded lines are calculated using Equation (50). Note 
the excellent fit of the predicted work hardening behavior for the recovered microstructure. 
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Figure 55: Plot of the work hardening rate versus true stress for the magnesium-bearing solid solutions 
and pure aluminum samples in the recrystallized (REX) and recovered (REC) conditions. 
Shaded lines represent the linear approximations used to obtain the parameters in Table 
XIII. Note that the addition of solutes accomplishes the same effect as the introduction of 
subgrains. 
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Figure 56: Schematic illustrating the influence of precipitates on the very-early work hardening 
regime. An decrease in the slope of the very-early work hardening regime is typically 
observed with the addition of precipitates. The shaded area indicates the loss in uniform 
elongation which results with this decrease (Equation (54)). 
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